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cording to the state department, nec- Deeds.
Guggenheim's Appeal.
chance; will you give it to him?"
cumstances; the product of Texas
must be handled by the states
Prices Be Obtained.
essarily
have come from 'he
Appeals
the
he
it,"
deserves
think
don't
"I
chivalry and Texas Christianity. He
New
to
Leased
Mexican)
Wire
(By Special
individually in the absence of any na RACE BULLETIN FROM
in Asarco and Velardena,
has violated no law."
new champion answered, "after the
Yuan
23.
Feb.
San
Calif.,
Francisco,
(By Special Leased A tre to New Mexican) tional police organization.
THE JUAREZ TRACK. foul way he fought yesterday. BeThis description was applied toy AtShi Kai has agreed to come to Nan- for forces stating that fifty rebels
Chicago, 111., Feb. 22. Many priwere in possession of the smelter and
Attell would king, the
knows
the
sides
torney Cone Johnson today when he vate telegrams alleged to have been
public
republican capital, at the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) stand no chance with me and that
GREAT GERMAN COMPOSER
that the situation was very
concluded argument in the trial, in sent
adding
asChinese
of
the
republican
request
by Louis H. Hey man,' general
Juarez, Feb. 23. Weather clear, would hurt the gate."
RECOVERS FROM ILLNESS.
which Sneed is accused of having
to a cablegram re- critical.
sembly,
according
Bob
mile.
one
manager for Morris & Co., to eastern
track fast. First race,
The same night bridges were burntilled Captain A. C. Boyce. Boyce's
declared
representatives in the summer oi (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Farley. 107 (Keogh) 2 to 1, first. Nyce- - Promoter Tom McCarey a return ceived today by the Chinese Press ed at Pedricena, the
on eloped with Sneed's wife.
of
passenger train
Yat
Sun
likelihood
Dr.
Hon
Wo
little
from
was
there
Mong,
be
1910, insisting that higher prices
EngeU nae 92, (Radke) 8 to 1 second. Cameo
Berlin, Feb. 23. Professor
Women
assaulted, and the Mexica.i fireman
Sen's private secretary.
uistch at Vernon.
carrying small children obtained were read to the Jury. burt
Time
third.
to
30
1,
112
com
musical
the
(Burlingame)
Humperdinck,
wded into court to hear the ergu-I"- , Thomas
The former premier has refused to commanded to take the shoes off "that
Kilbane has accepted a theatrical
Miss Miller, First Fashion,
Hoops, head of the dressed peser, whose recent serious illness 1:40
ntsannounce the date of his arrival at gringo" (Engineer Frank Lara) wli'ch.
would
he
and
said
beef
&
Hearts
was
today
of
engagement
forris
Minnolette,
Co.,
is improving. He is Chess, Hiccough,
department
caused
"
He is at present
however.
it appears that the case will not be recalled to the stand to identify the ahte tn anxiety,
walk about in his1 'house hut Relief. Tom Franks.' Rubinon and rei: a'n on the Pacific coast for some Nanking
in Peking.
(Continued on Page Five.).
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PAGE TWO

The Little Store

STRAIGHTEN

S array.
The couple was
married n.ae years ago. Cruelty was
the charge.

of the U.

GASCARETS SURELY
YOU OUT

She lied Consumption
Was Dying; IVow Well

used with
Eckniaii's Alterative Is
in tlie treatment uf Tulwreulnsis.
No Divorce Just Arrest.
l'ersims wlin have taken It improved,
1'xiiiiustin
liilit sweats
Instead of securing a divorce at Den- ruined weight. diminished,
No
Billiousness, Upset
Headache,
and many restopped, lever
ver as he had planned, Harry L. Alexcovered. If you lire interested to know
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated
about it. we will put you in totu-ander was arrested just as he was en- more
Bowels by Morning.
with some who are now well. You ean
Investigate and Juiliie for yourself. Head of
tering the court house and will bo Mrs.
irifllth. Ind.
(invert's reeovery:
Are you keeping your bowels, liver taken back to West Union, Ohio, to
(ienilenieii: Thinking that perhaps a
to
cure of my
reiiiarkalde
answer
of
short
a
of
the
support motlier-in-la- history
failing
charge
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
(Mrs. Anna tiovort) niisht
child.
I hereby
with Cascarets, or merely forcing ajhis wife and
benefit
some other sufferers.
About
Khe the following testimonial:
passageway through these alimen
siek
V.K18.
1(1.
taken
was
she
September
Jap Arrested for Forgery.
with Catarrhal Pneumonia, and continually
tary or drainage organs every tew
uurse.
n
trained
worse,
of
has
Cl"vis
grew
D.
L.
Cas
Sheriff
requiring
Moye
days with Salts, Cathartic pills,
Night sweats were so bud tmu it was
tor Oil or Purgative Waters.
brought back from Texas a Japanese necessary
to change her clothing once or
i
.
twice
night; her cough increased
Let who stole a check from a fellow em Is and every
Stop having a bowel wash-dayso bat that everybody expecieu
pot
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and ploye, forged the signature, then stole that Khe wonl not live much longer.
'
trained nu se Di m Anna Trincn) in
regulate the stomach, remove the an additional $50 and lighted out for The
formed nie that she had Tuberculosis and
nothing could be done for her. In Januundigested, sour and fermenting food Houston, Texas.
ary, when Uev. Wui. Berg, of St. Michand foul gases, take the excess bile
ael's Church, at Shereville. Ind.. prepared
from the liver and carry out of the
for her death, he recommended that I
Army Recruits Pass Lamy.
get some Kckman's Alterative, and 1see if
A special Santa Fe train carrying
sfystem all the decomposed matter
then
it would not give her some relief.
and poisons in the intestines and 199 reoruits for the army on the Pa requested the attending physician to give-hithat
informed
nie
and
afhe
diagnosis
cific
coast
passed Lamy yesterday
bowel.
she had Consumption and was beyond nil
A Cascaret tonight will make you ternoon. First Lieutenant Cruse and medical aid. When 1 asked if lie thought
it was useless to try the Alterative,
officers were in that
iee great by morning. They work ten commissioned
he
that 'No physician could help
anv and I could
never gripe, sicken charge. The recruits came from Co- her repl'd
while
myself about
you
sleep
No.
40.
I
So
it.'
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone
Immediately hart Kev. Win. Berg
or cause any inconvenience, and cost lumbus, Ohio.
to send for a bottle. Practically without
TICKETS only 10 cents a box from your drugPURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
CASH
ALL
WITH
hope for recovery. I Insisted that she try
the Alterative, which she did. At the
Because Her Husband Drank,
gist. Millions of men and women take
end of the first week's treatment, she got
Because her husband drank, Mrs. so hud that she refused t, t'tk any more
a Cascaret now and then and never
It. but the doctor advised her to keep
have Headache, Biliousness, coated Jay Corser of Macedon, N. J., has re- of
on taking it. as It was the only thing
or
for
bed
Stomach
sixteen
to
her
that
Sour
fused
leave
might help her. I am glad to eay
tcngue. Indigestion,
on nnrt soon began to
now that she
Constipated bowels. Cascarets belong years. Her husband d.ed this week improve. Now.keptshe works as hard as
Children just of an operation for appendicitis and ever, weighs twenty pounds heavier than
in every household.
she ever did before she took sick, and
love to take them.
she was thus released of her vow.
She frankly says she
is in good health.
owes her life and health to Eckman's
We keep It on hand at all
Alterative.
MY DESIRE.
Girl Refused Admission.
times and recommend it highly.
"(Signed Affidavit) JOS. CItlMMER."
The Holy Rosary academy at
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bronworld
set
to
wish
not
the
admission
refused
has
my
Wisconsin,
Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat Biol
chitis.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
and in upbuilding the
to Violet Blueher, the young Chicago Lung Troubles,
aflame,
oos not contain poisons, opiates
system.
Nor would I strive the multitudes to girl, who recently ran away from or habit forming drugs. Ask
for booklet
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds ia bulk and packages
4LFALFA SEED.
of cured oases anil write to Eckmnrj
home to Xew York and kept her idensway.
for more eviLaboratory.
Philadelphia.
Pa.,
honored
an
were
would
I seek
But rather
dence. For sale by ali Wading rtnuaMisU
tity secret while the police
Fe
in
name
The only exclusive
aut 'jfe
Vj' Zook's Pharmacy.
searching for her.

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " floods.

Always the Leader

Off

AND

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

By doing just a little good each day.

to come through. The plaza was then
a treeless waste, me town mamei
was held after the fashion of Mexican
towns in the porch of the Old Palace
and the women came there in the
morning to shop.
Captain Wainwright can recall
many of the names of those who were
connected with the army post. Ren-shaHeld to Grand Jury.
was then governor and Colonel
Julian Barela and his two brothers Brownsville was the commandant of
Maria
and
Jose
and
Primitivo
Miguel,
the post. Dr. Sloan, Captain Frye,
Salazar and Manuel Torres have been Captain
Wilkins and Kit Carson and
held for the grand jury at Albuquer- many others who later won a place in
que under heavy bail for robbing San- history were among the few well
ta Fe freight cars. Julian Barela and known residents.
Captain Wainwright
Salazar are also accused of burglar- returned to the "States''
the year the
business
places.
izing Aluuquerque
Civil War broke out. They had in
their company a negress, the property
Would Not Leave Colorado.
of Governor Renshaw, and when the
Mrs. Morris Lichtenwalter, of Denparty reached Kansas City, Kans
to
two
refused
of
a
bride
weeks,
ver,
were mobbed by the infuriated
they
even
to
for
Colorado
California,
leave
citizens who compelled them to camp
had
get married, and the bridegroom
across the Missouri river.
to change his residence to Colorado
Captain Wainwright entered the
before she consented to the wedding. naval
academy in '69 and was retired
He was a government employe and she in '98 as a
of marines. The
was a stenographer at the capitol and direct cause captain
of his retirement was
the
would
not leave
declared she
deafness brought on by the concusRocky Mountains for the best man in sion of heavy guns.
He is a first
the world.
cousin of Admiral Wainwright, rear-

have no magic force that I can wield,
Ignacio Candelaria has been arrest
To teach some heathen horde I do ed at Albuquerque for stabbing Placinot yearn.
do Barela during a fight in a saloon.
Phone Black
Yet I will yield what goodness I can Barela may recover. He had been
45
stabbed three years before in a simi
yield
And garner what I may for I would lar fight. Candelaria pleads self-de- learn.
ftnse.

LEO HERSCH

R. J. CRICHTON
I
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

If

I can speak

one kindly word

of

cheer,

fellow-maabove the
gloom,
Or do some little act that will endear,
Or with a smile some darkened place
illume.

To lift some

n

Then will I taste the sweets of my desire,
Content with that I'd ask no other
gain.

To greater heights I seek not to as
pire
If I hut know I nave not lived in
vain.

I care not for the plaudit man may
give,
adds but little glow to life's short
span.
The modest fame I crave is just to
live
True to my God, myself and fellow-man-

It

LIVERY STABLE
Fiflo Dioc DAliahlA Hnrca Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

r

RATES

in St. Louis

RIGHT.

Found Dead in Bed.
Mrs. Hay A. Maxwell, aged 82 years,
a pioneer resident, was found dead In
bed at Roswell by her granddaughter.
Chinaman Suffocated.
NgShun, a Chinaman, 29 years old,
was suffocated in a fire in the basement of the Normandie Hotel at El

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
TO

All

Parts

of The World

OdYC iUUUCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
U. S.,

Tiroufliout

and all Foreign
Countries

Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
s
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
first-clas-

appreciate your patronage and influence.
Yours for Business
Santa Fe. N. M.
San Francisco St.

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

JWir

ir

"SATISFACTION

andBr.r

GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAUNE'
305 San Francisco Street.

Fined $200 for Sunday Saloon
Opening.
J. O. Miller and Sofia Parada, saloonkeepers at El Paao were fined
$200 each and costs for keeping their
saloons open last Sunday.

J. R. CREATH.
Phone Main

139.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY

C.
A. Boettger
At Albuquerque
foreclosed a lien on the Sunnyside Inn
ami took charge of the place. C. A.
Wbitaker had conducted ;the place as
lessee.

Heart Severed Twice.
James Enos.
hotel employe, was
found dead near the smelter viaduct
at El Paso. He was covered with stab
wounds and h!s heart 'had been sev
ered twice.

THE STAR BARN

130

Santa Fe train Nq. 10 was delayed
six Tiours yesterday by a derailment
of two freight cars at Rio Puerto.

Lien Foreclosed.

j

I Will

Priest Finds Refuge Here.
John Meitzguri, a Spanish
priest from Portugal, has found refuge
at Albuquerque from the persecutions
of the Portuguese government.
Delayed by Wreck.

MfttlPV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Weils

Payable

Paso.
Rev.

General Express Forwarders

(,

A1VD

admiral, retired. His father entered
the continental navy as a midshipman and the male descendants of the
elder Wainwright have all sought
careers in the army or navy. Captain
Wainwright is now living in Rich
mond, Va.
UNPRECEDENTED APATHY
ON WALL STREET

Book Store Burglarized.
The Blackwell bookstore at Silver
City "was entered by burglars and rob- SCENERY ADJACENT
bed of $10 in the cash register.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Avenue

Tell Fairy Tales to Children.
"Tell your child fairy tales. When
he asks you if they ere true, say
yes," advises Miss Grace Parsons, su
perintendent of the Denver kinder
garten schools. Miss Parsons ad
dressed the members of the Wyman
circle of the Mothers' congress yesterday, and urged the mothers not to
destroy their children's belief in hob
goblins, fairies and Santa Claus".

AROUND THE STATE

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Ion Caspar

A. O. Welsh,

'Phone 9

Cali up

Q

UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
',YOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,"
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWARE FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LIKE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AN
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOU
BUSINESS.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

It

Hardware We Have

If Ita

14.

Pnone 14

ul

Santa

Stabbed in a Saloon.

45

C
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Phone Black
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Killed While Drunk.

Juan Domiaguez of El Paso took a
drink too many and while drunk
stepped in front of a slag engine at
the- El Paso smelter and was run
down end killed.

Business Almost Suspended
During
Morning Session Although the
TO
Prices Held Firm.
SANTA FE. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Feb. 23 Though
Tribute By a Tourist Who Has Been prices on the stock market improved
Abroad, Paid to the Espanola
before noon today, business was al
Valley.
most suspended, the apathy of the
session being unprecedented
morning
A few days ago, Addison B. Free
The only feature was the report that
man, a prominent young business man the Great Northern road, in
placing
of Philadelphia, started for Taos from contracts for
awarded ftien
had
rails
S.
this city, under guidance of C.
to independent companies and ignored
Rawles. Mr. Freeman is a graduate
the United States Steel corporation
of the University of Pennsylvania,
Iron and Steel common and
and owing to overwork is in the west Republic
made
declines.
further
preferred
to
was
health.
He
unable
for his
go
was shown
increased
while
strength
was
'he
farther than San Juan, where
Copper, Westingfortunate enough to see a dance given by Amalgamated
house Electric and General Electric.
by the Indians of that pueblo. Mr.
Freeman has been abroad and as far Bonds were steady.
north in this hemisphere as Alaska. The market closed strong.
He declared that the scenery from the
There is more Catarrh In this
old Santa Fe trail between here and
of the country than all other dis
San Juan was more beautiful than
eases put together, and until the last
anything in Switzerland.
Before departing for the Grand few years was supposed to be incur
Canyon of Arizona, Mr. Rawles re- able. For a great many years doctors
quested Mr. Freeman to write his im pronounced it local disease and prepressions of that great hole in the scribed local remedies, and by con
earth as compared with what he had stantly failing to
ure with local
seen from and about Santa Fe. In a treatment, pronounced it Incurable
letter from Mr. Freeman who is stop Science has proven catarrh to be
ping at El Tovar the latter says:
constitutional disease an" therefore
"I look back with great pleasure requires
constitutional
treatment
(certainly the most I've had so far) to Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
our ride across the desert, and to F . J. Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, is
my mind, that view that we got of the only constitutional cure on the
the desert, at sunset, looking to the market. It is taken internally in
north, about five miles out of Santa Fe doses from 10 drops to a
teaspoonful
THING It nets
is the MOST BEAUTIFUL
directly on the blood and mu
ivE SEEN. The canyon here is cous surfaces of the system. They of
grand, very grand, but the colors of fer one hundred dollars for
case
that desert I will not forget for a long it fails to cure. Send for any
circulars
time no, I will never forget."
and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To- CAPTAIN WAINWRIGHT
WAS HERE IN '59. ieao, unio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Takes Hall's Family Pills for con
Arrived Yesterday to View Scenes
stipation.
Familiar When Santa Fe
Was Army Post.

Robert

Sons of the Revolution.
The New Mexico Society of the
Sons of the American Revolution met
at Albuquerque yesterday and granted charters to local chapters at Albuquerque and Roswell.

Worthless Son of Rich Parent.
Rex B. Wallace, killed his father,
a banker, and then himself at Brayton,
North Dakota, because the old man
had grown tired of putting up money
fpr the son and his women comnan- pns.

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.

A Society Sensation.
Fashionable Denver was astounded
Hitch-cofcPhone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 to hear that Mrs. Frederick
Morley had secured a divorce
from her husband, a mining engineer.
Try a New Mexican want ad. I Mrg. Morley waa Octavia M. Wheaton,
b lngs iegultg.
daughter of General Frank Wheaton

k

D. Wainwright,

captain

U.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

Corps, retired, arrived in
EXPRESS LINE.
Santa Fe yesterday to renew his accity made in '59
quaintance with the
50166
when his father, ' R. A. Wainwright,
was a captain of ordinance for New
Orders at Oxford Club Saloon
Leave
Mexico and Arizona.
When Robert
Wainwright joined the army post here
with his father and sister he was but
9 years old, yet 'he remembers the city
as it was then very distinctly. The
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
captain and his family were quartered
in the old adobe house across the
La Salle
street from the San Miguel church.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.J
Later, the family moved to a house on
Water and Shelby streets across from
Telephone II.
the garage now under construction.
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Store.
At that time, Santa Fe had a population of about twenty English speaking' Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
people besides the army people.
Snort Orders at All Hours.
Captain Wainwright remembers that
the postofflce was across the street BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
from its present location and that
mail arrived there every six weeks lfFrencn Noodle Order 20c a
ew
iinoy ouej- ovo.
the Indians allowed the stage coach
2. Marine

Better Farming in New Mexico.
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 f. Head

i

.

Don't consider the cost.
If you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
see us about it.
The price will
be surprisingly low.
If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
AnnH naaA In4 tie lnnm

GORMLEY'S

MERCHANDISE STORE, SANTA

GENERAL

FE.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

,

THE

YOU CAN GET

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK M.J0NESap
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern

at Lowest Rates.

Policies

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

eoal

WHOLESALE
ATVD RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Wood
Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliD.
MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

A

AVENUE
a. F. Depot,

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

JVS AR ACjENTS

roft

Harcourt &. Co.
M

CO

a P ORATCO

LOUISVILLE, KY.
THE LEADING STATIONERS AND.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS

FOR,

EKG RAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS. PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
STATIONERY , ETC. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
work whejv completed will mark, the user as"Carrec"end meet every requirement of the mast discriminating taste.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
" THE QUALITY SHOP,"

Santa Fe,

ciDCTri acc
w

-

-

in

cuonrr
uapv
..
n

ror nire at ropuiar races
w

CORRICK'S RACK LINE.

New Mexico.

Buggies

in Horses.
anainaaaaie

k.

t)l

THEODORE CORRICK, Prop'r.
:::
Phone Black 132.

t)

Phone Black

Restaurant

xtk

KERR'S

SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

Phsne us, we will tw glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed an
the
north bound train and arrives at'
extra
without
shirts
your
charge.
m."
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taoa at 7 p.

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Try a New Mexican "Want Ad.
brings ret. alb

Ten miles shorter than any other
.
Good eoverea Hacks and
Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commeretl men to take In
It the surrounding towns. Wlr
way.

good-teams-

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SAXTA FE. X.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1912.

IT WAS
ft

GREA T SUCCESS

What's The Matter
With Your Baby:
The yoing mother and many an
old one, too is often puzzled to know
the cause of her child's ill nature. The
'oudness of its crying does not necesof Its
sarily indicate the
more
trouble.
It may have noih
the matter with it than a headache
or a feeling of general dullness. It
.arnot, of course, describe its feeling's,
but as a prelimimuv measure ycu
arc safe in trying a mill laxative.
Nine, times out of ten, yon will find
it is all the chili need", for Us
and peevishness are perhaps
due to obstruction of the bowels, and
once that has been remedied,
the
headache, the sliggishness and ths
many other evidences of constipation
and indigestion will qukklv disappear.
Don't give the little one sh''s, cathartic pills or nasty waters, lor these
will act as purgative.;, and they sue
too strong for a cY.'d. In die families

PAGE
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Politics and Politicians

of Mrs. S. S. Slaugnter, !:!:!. Spruce
Si.., Pueblo, Colo., :ui i Mrs. Id? A.
Drinker, 755 So. Grant St., Denver,

THREE

ocrats will renominate

Mayor Arthur
Seligman if he will consent but he
ONE OF THE HUNDREDS THAT LEAN UPON
has refused to consider it. Marcelino
c
Colo., the only laxwwe given is Dr.
Garcia. Frank Delgado and Frank AnOTHERS, OR ARE YOU SUFFICIENT
We proved to the people
Cfdwell's Syrup f'epsiu. It has been
Located in Wrong Place.
Idrews are the other men prominently:
found to answer most perfectly
Inde
W. B. Walton's Sil.er City
UNTO YOURSELF?
to
,.f In- 11,
T,.,,.
'
niu. tuio.
all the purposes of a laxative, r.iui its pendent declares in a headline that aewlxc"
of Santa Fe that we
very mildness and freedom from grip- Chairman Hudspeth is from Clovis.
Romero Made Good.
brain-powe- r,
concening recommend it esiecially for the
do what we promise.
Cleofes Romero after two years of
use of children, women, and old folks
House Picture Gallery.
service as warden of the New Mexico
Congressmen Curry and Fergusson
generally people who need a gentle
over the
bowel stimulant. Thousands of Amer- look true to life in a Washington penitentiary, has turned
.institution to his sue
ican families have been enthusiastic booklet giving the pictures of every keys of .1.that
15.
Mc.Manus of
about it ior more than a quarter of member of the House of Representa- ccss.or,and has returned to his Albuquer
home in
tives. The book is beautifully printed. que,
a century.
Las Vegas. Mr. Romero received his
Anyone wish.ng to make a trial of
appointment as warden in the spring
Always for Santa Fe.
this remedy before buying it in the
after the appoint
of a ti.iveling supreme of 191(1, shortly
The
question
of
a
regular woy
druggist at fifty
ment of William .1. Mills as govern
attento
ei
the
continues
court
gage
one
cents or
dollar a large bottle
of the Santa Fe New Mexican. or. His record as head of the insti
(family size) can have a sample bot- tion
has been one of which he may
That
paper has been roasted up one tution
tle sent to the home free of charge
be
well
proud. In the two years durother
for
oppodown
side
and
the
its
by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caldsition
to the scheme, but it is still in ing Mr. Romero's rule the penitentiary
well, 405 Washington St., Monticello,
and corr.es up smiling after has been well managed and now ranks
111.,
Your name and address on a pos- the ring
as one of the best penal institutions
diseach round. Estancia Daily News.
tal card will do.
in the west.
i
From the start Mr. Romero won the
A First Class Game Warden.
State Game and FMi Warden Thos. respect of the prisoners, and was one
DEVELOPING LARGER WATER
Andy Lewis, aad 's of riia family frum
P. Cable has issued lis first report, 'of the most popular men ever at the
SUPPLY ON HIS FARM. which Iewis Flai w is namcc'.
and head of the institution. Mr. Romero's
a period of two years
Messrs. Pattberg & Wells sold Miss covering
nine months since the law went into way of doing things brought results
Luna County and Deming in Particu- Ina Lapham 320
oi
hind
of
w;st
a;ivs
effect. The book is a fine example of and his is one of the most successful
lar Are Setting Pace That Rest
brain
is the best
lola yesterday.
the printer's art, embellished by a terms in the history of the prison,
Must Follow.
E. Suppiger has purchased of the
is
in
number of handsome halftone pictures Several reforms
prison methods,
Company ten acres of land and the subject matter is prepared !n were instituted at Mr. Romero's direc-' Homeplot
23.
N.
Dr.
Feb.
K.
P.
wholesome invigorating.
M.,
Deming,
adjoining that which he recently purmost alluring style. If the book tion and all have been tried with
C'onnaway is developing a larger chased of the same company.
latest
of
Mr.
Romero's
the
cess.
state
circulation
One
ALL DRUGGISTS
general
water supply on his place three miles
to be overrun with sportsmen forms was the honorary system in the
southeast of town. Last season he
during the coming summer. Estancia convict road camps which has been
cultivated 172 acres, irrigating the EIGHTH GRADE VERSUS
SANTA
HIGH
FE
SCHOOL.
News.
.unusually successful. With the var- same with one well. He is now deep-ions changes in prison rule there has
ening and strengthening his old well First Basket Ball
OIL
Delegates of the coal owners and of
been a decided increase in the effi- WATERS-PIERCof Series
Candidates for Mayor.
Game,
and is having another well put down,
the
miners held separate meetings
ANSWER.
FILES
COMPANY
the
of
different
departments,
Played Yesterday By Girls
Republican leaders in Santa Fe do ciency
as he expects to increase his acreage
privately this morning to discuss the
at Armory.
a non- - and Mr. Romero's term of office will
tl.e
of
idea
to
not
take
kindly
under irrigation, considerably during
as one of the most Accuses Rockefeller Interests of Seek- outcome of yesterday's conference
partisan election for the city in go down on record
the coming season. Messrs. McNath
Standard
with Premier Asrpiith, and other meming to
The girls of the Eighth Grade yes- April, which is much to be regretted successful in the history of the state,
Brothers are at work upon his old
of the government.
bers
of
Monopoly.
number
While
the
afternoon
of
prisoners
beat
the
the
material
needs
terday
girls
for the city
prosperity
well, and the Morgan well-riis put- High School in a close game of basket
Conference With King George.
more than it can possibly profit creased there was no increase in
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ting down the new well.
ball with a score of 8 to 7 at the
London, Feb. 23. Another confera heated political campaign while propriations, but Mr. Romero, by care-th- (By Special
Francis Blossom, of the firm of Armory. The game was called at 3
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 2:!. The answer ence of a committee of cabinet memmade the prison
Re- - ful management,
The
session.
in
is
legislature
Oil Company, in the bers with a deputation of coal owners
Sanderson and Porter of Nev York p ni. The
of Waters-Piercmention
playing of the first half
Lopez, John ancially self supporting, as nearly as
was held today, the object being to
spent two days in Deming and the was slow and clean, the teams warm- Pflueger, Nathan Salmon, Leo Hersch, that goal could be reached. He will mandamus suit of the Rockefeller-Standarinterests was filed today.
secure some concession to offer the
valley this week investigating condi- ing to their work shortly before the Levi A. Hughes, A. B. Renehan as spend much of his time on his ranch
tions relative to the consumption of whistle blew. Accurate field throw- their leading candidates.
It charges that the Rockefeller fac- miners in exchange for their consent
Optic.
The Dem- - at El Cuervo Las Vci-'ation is trying to obtain control of the lo a suspension of the strike notices.
power by irrigators over ths valley.
ing by Miss Sanford for the Eighth
Waters-PiercMeetings of both the owners and
Company to perpetuen Grade, and good foul throwing by Miss
Kingsbury Sanborn, consulting
dissolved
order
miners
federations have been sumoil
ate
the
and
Winter
monopoly
Sanford
the
Miss
for
for
the
Riversiue Water Co.,
gineer
court moned for February 27, when the minTnited
States
supreme
the
first
by
characterized
the
School,
High
Riverside, California, is now in DemOF
in the case of the Standard Oil Com- ers are to give their decision as to
of half, which ended with a score of 5 to
ing investigating the pumping
whether they will postpone the strike.
4 in favor of the High School.
pany of New Jersey.
water for irrigation. Mr. Sanborn
Premier Asquith had an audience,
The fight for control at the annual
The second half opened with faster
comes here from Roswell, where he
with
week
a
King George at Buckingham Palstockholders
began
was
both
which
teams
meeting
was engaged in laying off a water playing by
kept
communicated to him the.
and
ace
tried
the
interest
when
standard
ago,
distribution system for the Pecos val- up to the final whistle. At times, the
to elect. Robert W. Steward, George progress of negotiations .which appear
was
a
with
consequent
rough
playing
Co.
Investment
Sanborn
is
Mr.
ley
to bo tending toward peace.
Mayer and C. M. Adams to the direcsuch impressed with the progress that larger number of fouls. The features
The federation of transport workas
H. Clay Pierce,
oust
and
torate
of
field
were
second
the
half
the
is being made here. He will spend
ers instructed the executive commithead
of
the
for
the
Otero
Miss
company.
Eighth
the remainder of the week in the val throwing by
tee to give the miners every assistWhen the Pierce tellers refused to
ley,
ance in the event of a strike.
.
,
,
v,.
record the Standard votes, the man
uwi
t i.r rvr!ii,. r aik
an- As might be expected the first game
filed.
Pierce
The
was
suit
damus
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Wednesday in Deming on business.
was slower than the fans might have
wer asserts that neither of the pro-- j STILL RACING
S. M. Greenidge, of Douglas, Ariz.,
MEXICO, TRACK.
JUAREZ,
not
were
teams
desired
the
owns
any
directors
though
csed Standard
with J. C. Smith, chauffer, arrived in
"A
c
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,
as they should have been
own right in the Waters-'ierchis
in
:
tock
supported
Deming yesterday, having come over- - by their classmates.
.Tuarcz, Mex., Feb. 23. Entries for
The teams will
Company, but that one share
.
i
1
'5 V tv' fc''
.a,.u .rom uougms ny way or
First race, purse,
another game of the series on
ach has been transferred to them to tr morrow:
Koaeo,jplay
Suana separ. iney averaged sKturdav. March 2. and a faster game
four furlongs. Black-Eyeenable them "to qualify.
20 miles per hour while traveling over! and more enthusiastic
Vested
102;
Rights,
Wolfress,
san.
rooting is promIt is charged that it is the intention
this route, and report the roads in ex- ised.
Tom G.,
the forntvr directors of the Stand- - llift; Moller, I'alatible, 112;
cellent condition. They
line-uleft hene
was as follows: Eighth
The
Oil Company, who now control a 105.
ird
Wednesday for Silver City. They are Grade: Anna Kaune, center; Inez
Second race, selling, six furlongs.
majority of the stock in the subsidiary
making maps and logs of the route Otero, running center; Allie Sanford.
to bring the Waters- - Patsy Beach, Ailsa Paige, Helen N.
corporations,
over which they travel.
left forward; Captain Ruth Safford,
Pierce Company into an unlawful re 95; Penang, 97; Lieut. Sawyer, John
Adella Miller, left
J. C. Husack, of St. Louis, is in right forward:
straint of trade. To permit the elec- Heck, 3 00 X Irish Beauty, X Eva
Deming with a view to locating here, guard; Rosa Carson, right guard. High
tion of Stewart, Mayer and Adams as Padwick, 105; Cry Baby, Helen HawSchool: Claribel Fischer, center; Con-sand opening an architect's office.
directors, it is charged, would be to kins, Nancy Ray, 107; Collide, 110;
elo Bergere, running center; Opal
E. H. Skidmore of El Paso is in
dace the affairs of the Waters-PiercJoseph M., Henry Williams, Pacioo,
:
.
Srnford, right forward; Helen WinOil Company under the complete doni- - 112.
Deming on business.
f
Third race, selling, five and
nation of the Standard Oil Company
F. C. Huber, who purchased
land ter, left forward; Lula Krick, right
Ethel Wicks, The Visitor,
of Indiana, which, it is alleged, is a furlongs.
some months ago northeast of Dem- guard; Captain Dorothy Safford, left
Com Ruth Esther DeCesanion, X Asguin,
competitor of the Waters-Piercing, is here to begin the development guard. officials were:
Miss Wade, umThe
1U3; X Amohollio, 107; Free, Evelina,
pany.
of the same.
pire; Miss McDonald, referee; the
ins.
E. C. Houghton,
of the Corralatis Misses Kaune, Hamill, Goebel and
Fourth race, selling, seven furlongs,
COAL MINE OWNERS
Cattle Co., spent Wednesday in Demline.
Friday,
OF ENGLAND PESSIMISTIC. Roya' Tea, 97: X Eye White, lnO; X
ing on business.
Labold, 102: Crossover, Black Mate,
M. C. Cheney, of El Paso, has an
LARGE WORLD SHIPMENTS
J. H.
Million
105; Dangerous March, 1.07;
of
Strike
Do
Believe
Not
That
office now with Snyder Bros, on Gold
OF WHEAT PREDICTED.
Reed, llu.
Men Can Be Prevented by
Avenue, and will maKe his home here.
Fifth race, selling, .one mile. X Bit
Arbitration.
Mr. Cheney is a lnechanical engineer Bullish
Feeling as to Corn But Not
of Fortune, 101; Sona, Ocean Queen,
and will make a business of installing
Much Pressure to Sell Oats
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 107; The Monk, James Blackstock,
pumping plants.
Provisions Easy.
Mixed
feelings Stafford, 1u!l.
London, Feb. 23
D. B. Smith of EI Paso is in Dem
Sixth race, selling, six furlongs, X
those
directly
among
today
prevail
on
business.
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican')
ing
A
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in the coal trade dispute. Mabel King, SO; Camaradn, ..lary Emnterested
C. H. Hon and family have gone to
Chicago, 111., Feb. 23. Predictions
While the great majority of the gen ily, 95; Flying D'Or, Calethjmpian,
Roswell, N. M., for a several weeks of larger world shipments today gave
Duchess. Phillipe,
...
eral
....it
public finds it. hard to believe 97; Roseworth,
.rf
a
wheat
somewhat
the
market
easy
visit. They accompany Mr. Hon's
1ti7. Jim Mc, Salalia, 109; Fair Louise,
a calamity as a national
such
that
tone.
Pit offerings, however, proved
JOHN LEE HOUSE,
mother back to her home in Roswell,
strike of coal miners involving nearly 110; Fundamental, High Street, Kid
Member of the House From Quay County.
her husband having diea here last lighter than expected and caused
1,000,000 men will be allowed to oc North, Pedro, 111; Dave Montgomery,
prices to harden. The opening was
week.
cur, the coal owners on tiie wnoie taKe 115.
to
to
to
initial
lower,
Ira C. Wetmore returned today from
X Apprentice allowance.
Mr. a less favorable view of the situation.
to 99
for May were 99
oi the constitutional convention.
Carrizozo, N. M. Mrs. Wetmore will sales
same
from
a
as
covered wagon
last night
House was born in
change
Age 43 years.
remain in Carrizozo for several weeks the
on the Big Blue river in, the Choctaw
the market taken altogether. A rally
Born on Big Blue River, ln- visiting friends.
1001-was followed by a renation, Indian Territory on May 31
dian Territory.
The following registered at the to
to 99
1868. the son of Francis Marion and
Attended public schools.
OUR SPRING AND SUM- Chamber of Commerce today: D. L. lapse
Uneasiness about elevators refusing
Laura Hamilton House. He was edu
Normal and Business
Liberty
W.
C.
LGrimm, Sapulpa, Okla.;
corn which might heat in transit
cated in the public schools of Hamilnow
College.
LINES
Hoover, Qplumbus, N. M; Leo
a bullish feeling. May opened
ton county, Texas, and at Liberty Nor
caused
Farmer.
El Paso; Fred W. Freeman, El
to
off at 67
mal and Business College at Liberty
unchanged to
Itinerant photographer.
Wm.
Archer,
Paso;
Topeka, Kans; 67
and then rose to 68
Came to New Mexico New
Hill, Texas. He engaged in farming
John C. Jamison, Denver, Colo; Wm.
and ranching in Texas from 1891 to
if J Lloyd, Denver, Colo; H. E. Rose-berYear's Day 1902.
do
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Here's the shoe vou have been readincf so much about
of
There was not much pressure to
townsite
1902, and the last two years named
Established
the shoe that has
In the magazines the "Boy Scout"
Opinard, Caiif.
sell oats. May started unchanged to
traveled over western Texas as
House.
Never has a shoe created
storm.
the
taken
by
country
The contest case of Everett C. c off at 52
and ascendOn New Year's day,
to 52
Merchant.
photographer.
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
Wells vs. Harry P. Finney was heard ed to
l!'l)2, he entered New Mexico and laid
Bank president.
sudden tremendous demand as the great Boy facout
in the local land office today.
of House, Quay
out the townsite
Demand for provisions wag not at
Shoe now m town and ready tor your inspection
V. S. Commissioner.
Member constitutional con
county, after locating his homestead
we DO ASK YOU TO Dr. J. M. Williams has let a con- all urgent. First transactions varied
tract for a
He established a store at House in
bungalow on from 5c down to 10c up with May
vention.
Fellow
1906,' became president of the Savings
WHAT Spruce Street to cost $2,200.00 Work delivery 15.45 for pork; 9.071-- for
.STEP IN AND
"Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
Mason, Elk, Odd
made for rough and tumble wear. They outwear
for ribs.
will begin on the sanw. at once.
bank at Taiban in Curry county and
lard and 8.57
Woodman.
two or three pairs of ordinary shoes. Just tne
is at, present a director in the bank;
CAN DO FOR YOU Word was reseiv-j- here
that
1
V
ticket lor Dascoau, running, jumping ji
to
1906
U.
from
was
S.
commissioner
Ben Lewis had dted at Mai'aieua. His
The Better Man; The Substitute;
any outdoor sport, fcvery boy who Has
a
fur
tuem
is
seen
1
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pair.
was
the
1.09.
crazy
and
elected
DO IT. remains will rejen here tomorrow As in the Looking Glass, at the Elks' John Lee House who will represent
AND HOW
Color- s(t
tional convention on the Democratic
$
for interment.
He is a brother of tonight.
Olive, Tan
$01 Little Bor'-- iz. 101 toto
the legisla- ticket. House is a Mason, an Elk, an
in
district
twenty-fiftthe
considerative House, is a familiar figure in Odd Fellow and a Woodmen of the
Santa Fe having served as a member World.
Grant County Republicans.
Grant county Repul licans will
vene at Silver City ot March 2.
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Spring and Summer
Materials

now in. See the

play and make your
selection.
Let us
make you a swell
suit that cannot be
equalled in the city
and for

It takes energy,
tration to make a livelihood.

Vitality and the power to keep it,
must be considered.
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To be a Tower of

Strength, you must have

staunch nerves, with
brain and body working
in harmony.
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Bring us the sample

of any $35 or $40
suit and we will duplicate it for $25
No fake. You do
not run any chance
in the fit. We guarantee that.
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Boys! Here's the Shoe that

4

are
MER
open
for your, inspection. We
to buy
not ask
you are not satisfied with
the fabrics that we have.

But

e

Bur-dic-

Captured the Country!

8

4

4

521-2o-8-

Wonders for Lively Boys

six-roo-

SEE

2

2

WE

WE
We ask your
tion. We are the only
ailors in the city. GIVE
US THE OPPORTUNITY
TO SHOW YOU.

TAILORS
East Side of Plaza,
Door to First National

The burdens a woman has to carry through life are many but they can be
lightened it she will turn to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. A soothing and
strengthening nervine subduing nervous excitability, prostration, hysteria,
and the many symptoms which may be caused by distressing ills peculiar
" pains or distress and for the derangeto women. For those " dragging-dowments and irregularities the " Favorite Prescription " has had many thousands oi
testimonials from psople living in every part of America. Another important
efficient
roots,
thing to every woman is that this medicine is made from
without the use ot alcohol, narcotics, or any injurious agents. Full list of ingrediand sworn to by Dr. R. V. Pierce who is President
ents given on
.
Institute, , at Buffalo.
i
i:a. un.l
Srrf;.il
IHVaiiUO
VI
.Ul.l DUU .J..
N.Y. Every woman is invited to write to this Institute and
receive confidential and sound medical advice, entirely
without cost from one who makes the diseases of women
his specialty.
especially
"I can cheerfuny recommend your remedies,
disorders," writes
your ' Favorite Prescription,' for all female Route
2.
"During
Bluff
of
Mrs. M. M. Moriikll.
City, Tenn.,
the past seven years 1 suffered from pains in the back and
ovaries. Tried manv remedies bnt found only transients
relief until I was pewuaded by a friend to try Dr. Pierce
Favorite Prescription. After giving this remedy a fair trial.
I found that it would do Just what it is recommended to
do. I used in all seven bottles. I cannot speak too highly
of Dr. Pierce's remedies for all female derangements."
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The "BOY SCOUT' Shoe

WOMAN'S TRIALS.
n

CAPITAL
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EIGHT MEN KILLED
IN BURNING MINE.
Twenty Workers Are Entombed
.
Colliery No. 5, at Lehigh,
Oklahoma.

in

'Fly Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
McAlister, Okla.. Feb. 23. Reports

to the state mine Inspector here say
eight bodies had been taken from
mine No. 5 of the Western Coal and
Mining Company in which fire broke
out late yesterday.
Fifteen or twenty miners were imIt is believed the eight
prisoned.
known dead, and one man unaccount
ed for, comprise all the casualties.
The burning mine is near Lehigh,

UNITED CHRISTIAN PARTY
CALLS NATIONAL CONVENTION
Its Platform is Golden Rule and
Seeks to Kill War, Liquor Traffic and Trusts.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Davenport, Iowa, Feb. 23. William
national
R. Benkert, of Davenport,
chairman of the United Christian party, today issued a call for a national
conference of the party to be held at
Rock Island, 111., May 1. The call an
nounces that it is the purpose of the
j United Christian party to end war and
capital punishment, and to settle the
tariff, liauor. trust and high cost of
the!
living questions by a direct vote of
people, and the Golden Rule.

your stockings and hurt your feet.
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
most healthful shoes you could buy.
The soles are put on so good you
can't pull them loose no matter how
rough you are.
Just tell your folks about them, boys.
They'll want you to have a pair.
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
Ask dim to Dnng you in ana iook at
them himself. tle u be just as de- lighted as you are,
"You get a Swastika"
Good Luck Charm
with every pairof'Boy
Scout" Shoes you bu. And it's a dandy. Looks something
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright
it stays bright, too. Makes
and shiny, like a gold piece-a- nd
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away: If
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.

The soles are made from Elk Sole
Leather the toughest and best sole
leather there is. Our secret process
ot tannage makes them wear from two
to three times as long as common soles.
And they're the best shoe you could
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feel
fine the minute you put them on. The
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
There
and are as soft as gloves.
are no linings to rip apart, tear

Good Luck Charm FREE

JOHN PFLUEGER, the shoeman
(T9
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.
The new Mexican is the oldest new s paper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large ana growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest

THE

SUPREME COURT PASSES
IT UP.
The decision of the supreme court j
Of the United States in the Oregon
case does not as erroneously stated!
by some journals validate the consti-- '
tutionality of the initiative and referendum amendments, neither does it
invalidate them. The question raised

was whether those amendments were
net violative of that clause in the
federal constitution by which every
state is guaranteed "a republican form
cf government," it being claimed by
the appellants that a republican form
cf eovernment is a renresentative
form of government, and that to lodge!
the legislative power with the people
directly was to substitute for a republican or representative government
that of a popular democracy.
The supreme court holds that this
i3 a political question to be solved by-

Congress, and not a judicial question!
lo be settled by the courts.
Nine states have adopted the initiative and the referendum. Eight of
them were in the Union before changing their constitutions. It was. insistt
ed that a state once in the Union
be divested of her sovereignty for
any reason, even by act of Congress.
Against this it was urged that each
House of Congress is the exclusive
judge of the election and qualification
of its members, and that Congress may
refuse admission to the Senators and
Representatives from Arizona on the
ground that Arizona has not a republican form of government.
Suppose that a state in the Union
should violate the federal constitution
by abolishing its republican form of
What could be done
government.
about it? No court would have jurisdiction to issue a writ or mandate to
the Senate or House to admit or refuse admittance to a Senator or Rep- can-co-

lesentative.

Suppose that in the case of a state
already admitted the legislature thereof should violate that section of the
constitution which prohibits the estab
lishment of orders of nobility. Suppose that the New Mexico legislative,
ia regular or in special session",' should
create a job lot of dukes, marquises
and earls. Could the Senate direct its
secretary to omit the names of New
Mexico Senators in calling the roll
to
and direct the sergeant-at-arm- s
refuse them admission to the Senate
chamber, except as
If the property or personal rights of
individuals or corporations were in
vaded by a constitutional amendment
if an amendment to a constitution of
n. state were adopted
by which the
obligation of contracts was impaired-r- ot
merely by abrogating the remedy
but by destroying the right then an
action between

individuals

could

be

transferred to the federal courts, and
so the validity of the destroying

amendment be 'passed upon by the
supreme court of the United States.
But where the question involved is
political and not judicial as in the
Oregon case viz., the right of the people of a state to locate the legislative
power in the people or place it in the

bands of the executive and judicial department of government it would,
according to the doctrine announced
by Chief Justice White in the Oregon
case, be out of the power of the United
Slates supreme court to remedy such
an infraction of the federal constitution.

the whole, the problem is likely
to remain unsolved. It is not likely
that the Senators or Representatives
On

Arkansas,
from Missouri, California,
Colorado, South Dakota, Utah, Montana or Maine all of which states
have adopted the Initiative and the refthe
erendum will vote to exclude
Senators to be elected from Arizona,
and it is still more unlikely that the
states
Senators from any twenty-fou- r
will do so, or that a majority of the
House will vote for such exclusion.
So that, practically, the decision of the
supreme court of the United States
givesi full swing to the populistic
amendments to run their course.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and. .foreign exchange andj
telegraphic
- transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
s

under Taft.
Of Republican
politicians who
think Roosevelt would heip them
carry their county and state tickets.
This is an interesting exhibit, but
we are unable to see what relation it
bears to progressive government or
to progressive principles.
Perhaps some eminent progressive
will be ivind enough to explain why
Roosevelt is a progressive and Tatt is
not. Perhaps Mr. Roosevelt himself
will explain it. If he expects to be a
candidate for President. he will have
"
'
to explain it.
5.

CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS.
While
there are plaints again
from various parts of eastern New
Mexico that dry farmers are pulling
out because they failed to make a success of it the past few years, others
who have demonstrated that success
i3 possible if scientific methods are
followed and if the proper means are
adopted to conquer the soil and aridity, are confident that the future will
prove that farming is a profitable possibility on the arid plains. Much depends on the selection of crops, the
proper cultivation, the installing of
pumping facilities and tie amount of
intelligence and grit'o uie settler.
Says the Moriarty Messenger in speaking of Mcintosh in Ue Estancia Valley:
"Every one here seems to have the
right spirit and by putting in pumping plants they will soon have Mcln-tcsa duck hunters' paradise. R. O.
Soper and J. B. Woodall are putting
a plant on Mr. Soper's claim east
of town and expect to irrigate twenty
acres.
W. S. Rogers has his plant
ready for work and has cauliflower
plants large enough to transplant. L.
C Fix has received his
engine and
pump and wa start irrigating soon.
A. B. Cain has a plant
ready for work
as soon as the weather will permit.
D. L. Stump, Irving Mead, Dr. Woods
and numerous others either have their
pump and engine here or have them
ordered."
h
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PALEN,

A COMMENDABLE EXAMPLE.
To run a state jnstitutimi withnnt
an annual deficiency is a feat not of
ten accomplished. In fact, there are
few if any precedents in New Mexico
for such skillful and careful
ment But, according to the report o"f
the trustees of the New Mexico
Normal
School at El
Rito, Just submitted to Governor McDonald, that school has been mn nn a
ridiculously small appropriation and
that without a deficit.. The
for the school came from
Ij. Bradford Prince and it wan rreataA
by the last legislative assembly which
made a small appropriation for its
maintenance. This sum of $4,500 had
to cover the first year, the entire ex
pense of furnishing the school build-ingnurchasine desks, seats hlnnV.
boards, and every kind of educational
appliance, of fitting up a large dormitory with beds and other necessary

J.

President.

B. READ. Cashier.
F. McKAINE.

L. A. HUGHES,

4
Normal School

at

EI Rito, Which Has Been
out a Deficit.

Fitted

Up an

The Albuquerque Evening Herald
Hartt, Jr., and J. H. Sloan, as well
as the staff headed by Professor which protests so vehemently against
George Martin and Mrs. George Dixon. staging a prize fight at Las Vegas
gives two columns of its first page on
Washington's birthday to describing
THE PEOPLE RULE.
rounds the Kilbane-Attel- l
fight at
Mayor Gill of Seattle, indignantly by
;
Los Angeles. '
recalled a year ago for his frank
avowal and espousal of red light, gambling, wide-opesaloons, this week
received the biggest vote by far in a
primary in which 50,000 men and
women participated, and will probably
on a platform that dele
town. In a
clares for a wide-opeMassachusetts town, the other day,
s
some joker filed the name of a
personage under the party emblem
and this person who never existed,
was elected by a whooping majority.
At Oil City, Pennsylvania, recently, a
man in his grave for years, was elected to an honorable and responsible position. As long as instances of that
hind can be cited, it is natural that
there is doubt in some quarters, that
this nation has outgrown the repre
in
sentative torm of government,
vhioh legislation 'receives sort of a
second sifting and scrutiny, as it were,
before it is finally inflicted upon the
leople. In fact, there are some men
who are not fools at all, who believe,
that it were better if all laws were
given a third or even fourth scrutiny
before they are placed on the statute
books. However, the people rule and
are evidently ready and willing to suffer for mistakes that the majority
makes. As long as they prefer to
learn by experience, rather than by edThose
ucation, it is their business.
who do not like it find doors opening
or
toward Canada, Mexico, Europe
China.
n

n

ficti-iou-

EIGHT PERSONS INDICTED BY
EL PASO GRAND JURY.

Indictments have been returned by
the grand jury against eight persons
who have been placed under arrest by
the sheriff's office. One was against
on
Grish, accord

M. L. Grish, alias A. H. Hopkins,

the charge of forgery.

d Conducted

for

$4,500 a

Assistant Cashier.

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

year With

ing to local business men, came here
representing himself to be at the head
of a bond buying company which would
open offices in the Mills building. He
presented a check for collection at a
local bank. This check was sent to
the bank at Chester, Pa., upon which
it was drawn. The check was not
honored and the indictment followed.
were returned
Two
indictments
against Frank Thompson, alias Albert
Morris, on the charge of forgery. The
other indictments were: A. A. Lujan,
burglary; Luis de la O, assault to
murder; Charlie Hewitt, theft- over
$50; H. T. Cameron, theft from the
person; Alfredo Alvarez and Crecen-ciSantana, burglary.

How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

Then Act!

--

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

at-

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

H DTELS

Under the Same Managemen

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms.
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

Coronado Restaurant

.

Short Orders run Day &Night. Regular Meals 25c
Hot

Furnished rooms in connection.

ing municipal campaign if party lines
are drawn, and not what will make
Santa Fe more prosperous, more beau-tilu-

& Cold

Baths.

::

::

222 San Francisco Street

WHICH IS YOUR CHOICE?
Who is to drive the garbage wagon
will be the main issue in the forthcom

Electric Lights

G. Ll'PE HERRERA,

Prop

Good Food

l.

MEANS SOMETHING.
Who can get the most votes and not
who is the most fit, will be the issue
at. the primaries, and all know what
kind of a municipal government that
means.
Santa Fe expects fair treatment
from the legislature; it hopes to convince the legislators that it should be
a matter of state pride to make the
JUDGE WILLIAM H. POPE,
Capital a city beautiful, but Santa Fe Who Today Was Sworn in as Federal Judge for New Mexico.
will have a hard time convincing the
lawmakers of its good intentions after
CASAS GRANDES MAIL GOES
they have once looked on from nearby
VIA COLUMBUS, LUNA COUNTY.
on a local municipal
campaign at
Brilliant Career of Judge Pope.
which voters are at each other's
throats for no other reason than that
Arrangements were made with the
Age, 41 years.
El Paso postoffice to send all mail for
one side belongs to a party that beNative of Georgia.
the Mormon colonies to Columbus,
lieves in a tariff for revenue only, and
Law partner of Senator Hoke
Luna
the other in protection for the
county, to be forwarded from
Smith.
there through Palomas. The Mormon
issues that have nothing
Came to New Mexico almost
colonists will attend to getting the
whatever to do with governing a city.
twenty years ago.
mail from Columbus to the colonies.
It is up to the businessmen, the
On editorial staff of the New
Three sacks of letter mail were sent
taxpayers, to take a hand now. If
Mexican.
to Palomas and these will be sent forbitare
unreasonable,
tbey
lethargic,
Assistant attorney general of
After
ward by private conveyance.
terly partisan, they will simply get the
New Mexico.
today, all mail will be routed by' the
kind of city government that they
On capitol rebuilding comgovernment to ' Palomas, instead ', of
deserve.
mission.
J.iarez.
v,
Special assistant U. S. attorNo Presidential appointment in reney for the court of private
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
cent years has given such deep and
land claims.
results.
brings
of
to
the people
U. S. attorney for the Pueblo
general satisfaction
New Mexico as that of WMlliam H.
Indians.
Pope to be federal judge of New MexiJudge of the Court of th
co, in many respects the most imFirst Instance in the' Philipportant official place in the new
pines.
state. Endorsed by the Republican
Makes Men's Pine
Associate Justice of Supreme
organization, backed by the decent
court in 1903, reappointed by
people of New Mexico, Republicans,
President Roosevelt.
Democrats and Prohibitionists alike,
Chief justice of New Mexico.
IfKfiiiD.WritflStit
Judge Pope has much reason to be
Mason, ProhiMAHUfACTURlM
Presbyterian,
conof
of
evidence
the
pH0e
proud
general
bitionist.
an
fidence in his ability and integrity,
Married.
endorsement that came to him alto
Kesides at 397 East Palace
gether because he has never permitted
Avenue, Sauta Fe.
any outside consideration to interfere
with his plain duty.

Good Food, Good Cooking
MEANS MORE.

Good Food, Good Cooking, Good Service
MEANS A GREAT DEAL.

CAPITAL DINING ROOM,

126

Montezuma Ave.

Under the McCLain Management.

sheep-grower-

"Us as easy
to

.

Spanish-A-

ng

money-transmitti-

about the "influence of the great
Morgan interests which have been so
friendly to us;" he has never had his
attorney general assure Wall street
that the administration would not
"run amuck."
Does a progressive believe in an
upright, capable judiciary? Mr. Taft
has appointed better judges than Mr.
Roosevelt appointed.
Does a progressive believe in publicity of campaign contributions? Mr.
Roosevelt
opposed
publicity; Mr.
Taft has helped to put such a law on
the statute books.
It is true that the Rooseveu rnetoric
b much more vehement than the Taft
rhetoric. The Roosevelt vocabulary is
much more picturesque than the Taft
Tjfee Roosevelt supply of
vocabulary.
defamatory
epithets is infinitely
larger than the Taft supply. But
what has all this to do with progressive principles of government? '
In looking over the list of Mr. Taft's
most conspicuous opponents and Mr.
most conspicuous supRoosevelt's
porters, we find that they consist:
1.
who were
Of
coddled and flattered by Roosevelt
but neglected by Taft.
2.
Of corporation directors and
promoters who are incensed at Taft's
enforcement of the Sherman law.
?!.
Of the unstable,
erratic elements of the Republican party which
have never fully recovered from the
attack of Populism.
4.
Of Republicans who held office
under Roosevelt but do not hold office

merican

.

.

BANK
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WHAT IS A PROGRESSIVE?
"What is a Progressive?" the New
York World asks.
We are solemnly assured that the
collapse of the La Pollette candidacy
will make no difference with the progressive movement; that the fight for
progressive principles will go on, and
that Theodore Roosevelt is the em
bodiment of progressive
Republicanism. But what does it all mean?
Does a progressive believe in tar-irevision to reduce the cost of living? Mr. Roosevelt as president nev- e:- lifted a finger to bring about tariff
reform. Since he ceased to be president he has gone no further than to furniture, kitchen utensils, water suph
tariff and ply, heating, salaries, and all miscelindorse the
laneous expenses for one year. No
approve the tariff board.
Does a progressive believe in the tuition was charged and 34 students
were taken care of during that first
enforcement of the Sherman antiAfter the close of the first semyear.
trust law? Mr. Taft has enforced the
ten students accepted places as
law much more vigorously than Ir. ester,
teachers and the entire class could
Roosevelt and has appealed to the have found
employment. On February
which
Roosevelt
Mr.
criminal clause,
1, this year, the attendance was 59.
ignored.
Taken all in all, the success of the
Does a progressive believe in div- Normal School has more than Justiorcing politics from Wall street con- fied its establishment.
No small
trol? Mr. Taft has been much less praise for the success of the school on
intimate with Wall street than Mr. so limited an appropriation, is due. of
Roosevelt was. He has invited no course, to the trustees- - T.. Bradford
Harrimana to the White ..House; ... he Prince, nresldnot- - Mnlnnnlnn Xtarttnor
has licensed no Tennessee Coal and j vice president; Venceslao Jaramillo,
; lion, mergers; he Jiaa said, nothing secretary, and
tKeasureri., Squirt
Payne-Aldric-

.
,
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NATIONAL

The
Famous

Angle Lamp

GRIFFITH
Dress Shoes

'

Americans celebrated Washington's
birthday with prizefights. Mexico unveiled a monument to Washington,
and even Great Britain and Germany
had public exercises of a patriotic
nature. It all depends on the view
point and the education.
If the Democrats imagine they can
get away from Woodrow Wilson they
forget that he is a Virginian by birth,
a Presbyterian by nature, a New
by adoption end a teacher by
that
profession. It is a combination
only William Howard Taft can beat.
Jer-seylt- e

President Taft is opposed to nation
alization of telephone and telegraph
lines, and yet. if he live his allotted
span of life, he will see government
telegraph ai.d telephone service just
s he Is at present euioyin,? and
in

j

ever goreromeiii mall jjety tee.

Herewith are some bargains offered,
by the New Mexican PrintlnisConi-pany- :
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory cf New Mexico, 1897. sheet
bound, $1; paper bonnd. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Codt
the two for $10
$6;
Pleadings.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Lawi
f New Mexico,
889. II 01 and 1903
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.2R:
Flexibli
s.
full leather
Sheriff's
Oover Poclc t Dockets, single, $1.25
New
rwo or more books, $1 each.
Mexico Surrems Court Reports. Mos
f and 10 lBCluslre, $3.30 each. Com
.illation Corporation La.rs, 70 c Com
illstion Mining Laws, 0 c Moaey'-jiges- t
of NeWJxloo F sports, nil
theou jfi.fiO:, full iUt lioal blank
'
.
v.., ''V
New Mexican Want Ad3 always
s
bring jresulta, Xrf. itu

.I'll

i ..

light as

a gas Jit."

Never smokes or smells v. th- er burned at lull hdg..
or
turned low like cas. It is not
merely art ordinary lamp imIt is an entirelv new
proved.
method of oil liffhtine. For sin
Dlicity and convenience of cneration
it is the closest rival cf iras cr electric- itv. For splendid readintr t and artistic
treneral illumination it is the superior of
either. The ancle at which the flame burns
throws the best litrht from its mrst brilliant
surface aireetly downward. The effect of the
light is doubled, producing a reading light with
which no other system can even compare.
Yet the Ana-t- larnp is the most economical of all
lighting methods. Costs less to burn than even the
less.
ordinary lamp-fu- lly
But call sua see it or write us for full description
booklet.
v
SOLD BY
,

A

C. L. GRANT,

234iSan Francisco St. Over Kaune's
3ur U Shoe Equals Any
3ther $5 Shoe Made

KVCftY

PAIR

MAS THI

""Griffith's
WE "VARRAft'T THEM
FINE

and

HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from

$2.50 up.

,

Boys' Shoes froni $1.50 up.
Call and see my line before
making: your purchase. "
.

B. TONNIES.
, 204 West Palacfr Aveaie.- -

Full Supply of Edison Phonographs & Records

.

CALL AND HEAR THEM.

Let Him Know It rr you are out ot
position, you must let the employer
know It. A want advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every aoat
Bess and professional man to the city
and county ana a great many m tn
farritnrr if yon hare any special tal
ent, do not kid It onder

itaM

to Rentr
Have you furnlrrhec-noomA little campaign Want advertising
In the New Mexican will keep the income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified column are
always looked up closely and it win
s

pay you

wmH

to use them"

-
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

their home. T.cy have been visiting
friends in the my for the past week,
Mr. Eldodt alo taking prominent
part in the Masonic reunion.

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
'

B. lAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

H.

f.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

1856.

:

1903,

Incorporated

LADIES' TAILORING
BY THE
LARGEST A,D BEST FIRM IN THE COLNTRY.

KOHN & CO., CHICAGO,
And

it

then backed up by our guarantee you surely have

,

SUITS, SKIRTS,
JACKETS AND COATS,
M ri
RAINCOATS,
ONEPIECE DRESSES,
NE
SPRING AND SUMMER
STYLE AND SAMPLE
BOOK.

i

.

i

STOP IN AND LOOK IT OVER.

!
SELIGMAN
P. 0. Box, 219.

:

j

BROS. COMPANY.
:

:

Phone

:

Representative C. C. Catron of SanSome have too much, but still they
ta Fe, and Wiliam Hesch, the latter
crave;
Mr. Catron's clauffeur, arrived in the
I little have, yet seek no more;
from Santa
are
but poor, though much they city yesterday ifteruoon
They
in an automobile.
the
Fe,
making
trip
have;
They came dewn to witness last
And I am rich with little store.
night's boxing exhibition. AlbuquerThey poor, I rich; they beg, I give;
que Journal.
They lack, I lend; ihey pine, I live.
Hon. Alvan X White, state superinEdward Dyer.
tendent of pubic instruction, came in
Fe last night. He inState Treasurer O. X. Marron lefi from Santa
on to Clovis, but
to
tended
conliiue
for Albuquerque this afternoon.
train by about five
missed the cut-if- f
Manuel Vigil, justice of the peace
wll go to Clovis tonight,
a: Santa Cruz, is a business visitor at minutes. He
he will attend the convention
where
thfecounty court house.
of the Pecos Va.ley Teachers' AssociaMrs. B. Z. McColIough is reported
Mr. White will go
ill of la: grippe at the Presbyterian tion. From thne,
to St. Louis. Albuquerque Journal.
Manse on Grant avenue.
Mark B. Thompson and wife, returnOROZCO BOJND FOR JUAREZ.
ed from their Chicago trip this morning. Las Cruces Democrat.
(Continuei krom fage One.)
City Engineer John H. Walker began the removing of his garage equipment to the new building on Shelby the fireman reused to Jj.
Developmeits Are Ominous.
and Water streets.
Washington, 3. C, 'el. g- s- ORxi iis
Felipe Roybal, who has charge of
the Ramon Vigil land grant and who of both the State au:l War Departlives at San lkiefonso is in the city ments considei recent ai'veiopmu'its
in northern Mexico as ominous ;T.d
transacting business.
watching rlosel every move of
W. C. Oestriech
of Albuquerque,
who was here to attend the re.inion the governmen. and the rebel forces.
rumor has
ui me ncuiusu nue Masons returned From Casas Grandes
of affaiis,
come of a serous star-ti his home last evening.
Mrs. L. C. Afmijo, state librarian, with a large rebel lorce massing
of Washington avenue, has been quite there.
The rumored ni ivemeiri of Ceneral
ill this week oi la grippe, but is now
Orozco are witlur.r cMl'ifuation but
on the road to rapid recovery.
Chihuahua conlimos a hot bed of
Commissioner
County
Esquipula
Jiron, of Pojoaque, is a visitor in the revolution.
A few parts of the Republic are
city today. He will dispose of two
car loads of alfalfa in the local mar- quiet but others continue to 'arnisn a
ket.
basis for the deep concern felt there.
h. . Bradford
Prince All the women and children Hvng at
went to Albuquerque last evening' Velardena and Asarco whei'e the
where he acted today as one of the American
and Renuiiig
Smelting
pall bearers at the funeral of Mrs.) Comixuiy .is located, are reported to
.
Albright.
have; departed.
Disturbances are reported in OrizaMrs. Juan M. S. de Mirabal of San
Rafael, is in the city visiting her ba and Jalapa and Soledad in the
three grandchildren who are students state of Vera Cruz.
of Loretto Academy. She is stopping Rebels Burn Bridges and Stop Traffic.
El Paso, Texis, Feb. 23 The Mexat the Sanitarium.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince returned ican Xational oassonger train which
last evening from an extended visit left here last night retimed today,
burned bridges
with relatives in the east, visiting par--' having encountered
ticularly Flushing, Xew York, Wasli-- j south of Juarez. There were several
bands of rebels along the line, the
ington and points in New Jersey.
train crew reported.
The bridges
B.
Neil
of
Field
Attorney
Albuquerwere burned yesterday after troop
que, arrived in the city last evening
and will appear in the district court trains bearing the Juarez garris.ons
this morning on behalf of G. H. Van had passed orutheir way to Chihuastone, in the quo warranto proceed-- : hua, thus making it impossible tor the
troops to return to Juarez by rail.
ings instituted by O. L. Owen, of
As rebels hold two freight trains
Mexican Northern railroad, Juarthe
Former State Treasurer Samuel El- ez
may be taken by the insurrectos at
dodt, merchant of Chamita, and Mrs. their
pleasure.
Eldodt, left the city this morning for
Orozco Joins the Rebels.
;u-- s

nothing to lose.
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 23. Official advices from the Mexican border

Manicuring,

ADDITION
V.

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

H. S. KALINE

119 San Francisco St.

ANNOUNCEMENT
i

8

GO.

ESTATE.
s

ft

WE

Treatment.

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial-Mo- a,
absolutely removed. All BRUTAL DOUBLE MURDER
kinds of hair work done.
IN MOGOLLON CAMP.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St.
Details of Crime Committed in South
western Socorro County Have
Reached Silver City. .

NOW OPEN.

INSURANCE,

Vacuum

Chiropody,

SPECIAL PRICE to any one desiring to build. See us at
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

Massaging,

HAVE

just received our Spring Style Book conFabrics
taining all the Latest and

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

The Supreme Luxury

of Coffee Drinking

Up-to-d-

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent.' by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

JULIUS H. GERDES

"CHASE

&

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE
HIGH-GRAD- E

Sfi

sc

nri
K r I nni
I fl ri
r,
I

I

uiwnuL(L(

I

you

-

-

always want relia- -

BLE MERCHANDISE,
so in the Jewelry Line

other line, for you do not buy every day.
sell you MUST BE reliable.
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

RJewefer

f-- f.

but more
than any

Every thing' we

CHINA. WATCHES, CLOCKS

C. YONTZ,

COFFEE "
Is the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.
ALSO HAVE A FILL LINE OF

Chase

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

c

s

u

j

H.

s.

Sanborn's Teas.

&

kaIe

S

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

PROFIT ON THE

Particulars of murder of

C. A. Free-

man, manager of the Mogolkm Mercantile company, and William Clark,
clerk, and robbery of the store at
were received on the return of
Mason Kelly and Manager Palmer, of
the Ernestine Mining Company, from
Mog.ollon.
Freeman, Clarn and Bookkeeper R. E. Burns were the only persons in the store when two men, each
armed, with a 30.30 Winchester, enter
ed and walked back to the cashier's
office.
Freeman spoke to them andt
asked if he could do anything for
them. One of the men replied, saying: "Give us 'mon.'"
Freeman laughing, walked from' behind the railing, apparently to speak
to the men, and the mament he did so
one of them covered him with his rifle, while the other drew down on
Clark. Both instantly fired, one bullet going through the center of Freeman's breast and the other through
Clark's, both falling.
Freeman exclaimed as he fell: "My
God, he's shot and killed me."
Clark never spoke. Burns was then
compelled to go to the safe and hand
over a package containing $3,000 that
had been received from Silver City
that afternoon to pay the miners.
The robbers then hurriedly left and,

mounting horses, struck out for the
mounting. Burns recognized one of
the robbers and says he is well known
in Mogollon, and he was also recognized by irwin Moore. A few minutes
after the occurrence the phone wire
to Silver City was cut and is still out

M.
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MRS. LINDHART

Easter, Apr! 7th

Milliner

II

"

125 Palace Avenue
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and posses are out in all directions. It
i! alleged that much race feeling has
been stirred up in the .Mogollon mining camps.
CALL

FOH REPUBLICAN CONVEN
TION OF THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO.
Pursuant to the requirements of
the call made by the Republican National Committee on December
12,
for a Republican National Convention, to be held in the City of Chics go, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
o'clock noon on Tuesday, June IS.
1P12, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for President and
to be voted for at the Presidential election on Tuesday, November 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
such other business as may properly
come before it, the Republican Central Committee of the State of New
Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on
this 2."ith day of January, 1912, hereby calls for the holding of a convention of the Republican party of the
State of New .Mexico to be held in
the City of Santa Fe, State of New
Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
th day cf March, A. D., 1912, for the
purpose of selecting eight delegates
and eight alternates to represent the
Republican party of the State of New
Mexico in the said national convention called to be held at Chicago on
the ISth day of June, 1912.
The Republican Central Committees
of the various counties of the State
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the hold'
ing of a county convention of the
Republican party in the respective,
counties upon such notice and date asi
they may deem expedient for thei
purpose of electing delegates to thej
said State convention to be held onj
the Sth day of March, 1912, as afore
said, at which the basis of represen-- '
tation shall be one delegate for each
one hundred votes, or a fraction there-- :
of of fifty or more, cast for the Repub-- i
lican candidate for governor of the!
State of New Mexico at the late elec-- .
t;on held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county in addition, upon which
basis the representation at the State,
convention of the Republican party
of the State of New Mexico, to "be
held on March Sth, 1912, from the
several counties of the State, shall
be as follows:
Delegates
Bernalillo
19
7
Chaves
Colfax
17
4
Curry
Dona Ana
14
5
Eddy
12
Grant
11
Guadalupe
Lincoln
8
Luna
6
McKinley
Mora
15
6
Otero
9
Quay

:

counter3

SO

You

are the best the
market affords. The critical Ntnv spring Luetics' Home Journnl Patterns
buyer that is making ready for the Easter Day will be more
than "delighted" with the display of our store this week.
You w ill h old your breath w hen you see the new goods all
in Easter array. We cannot afford to misrepresent, but we
have no hesitancy in saying you never saw a more beautiful
"
display in this city. Our motto, Honest Prices," are marked
in every piece. We KNOW, piece for piece, and new goods
for new goods, you cannot beat the price.
Flaxons, Fancy Whites and in Colors
Silk Mulls in a Beautiful Assortment
Batistes, Beautiful New Designs

35c.

ot lolors,

.

.

to

Silk Marquisettes, Latest Shades
Foulards in Silk Finish, Many New Shades
Kimona Silks, Full Yard Wide
Silk Messalines, Finished Both Sides,
Princess Corded Silks

20c
60c.
$1.25

75c

Materials and Colors,
Charmion Silks, Just What You Have Been Expecting,
New Shades and Colors in Ginghams
Percales in All the New Colors,
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . .
Katona Silks,

30c

New

.
.
15c.

30c
to 25c.

15c.

to 60c

15c.

k

W. N. TOWNSEND
For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

lMWIImHlWWI1lttJMl

CO.

FOR HONEST

PRICES

ANOTHER BARGAIN
Two good lots with nine rooms and bath, frame
Small cottage of three rooms in rear of
house.
main dwelling. All in the best of repair. Situate

about three blocks from State Capitol building. YVe
will quote SNAP CASH RR1CE upon application to

j

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
j

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

Arriba

20

Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

4
C

N. M.

.

Just arrived, the most complete line of

4-

Kio

Santa Fe,

GIN GHAMS
LATEST PATTERNS AND COLORS

ALL OVER LACES,
Swellest of the Swell. See Our Window Display

5
.'

30
IS

Sierra

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

GOODS

6
22

Socorro
Taos

Torrance

14
10

Union
Valencia

19

C0.

14

305

contest shall be subin writing setting forth the

All notice

White Enamel

Bed

Furniture

Room

of

mitted
giound of contest, which must be
filed with the Secretary of the State
Central Committee at least two days
before the meeting of said convention.
All county
conventions must be
held not later than the 4th day of
March, 1912.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Chairman.
HERBERT W. CLARK, Secretary.
New Mexican Want ads
bring results. Try' it.

always

Had one in the window and sold

it within

three days. We will have more. Take a
at this " New Idea " Furniture. You

look

it.

will like

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE SWELLEST

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

R

FURNITURE

YOU

CAN BUY.

FURNITURE AND

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY

MISS

IMUGLER,

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

on
you
i nspection, and we have the finest Hne of Reading and .Student Lamps

SAVES
EYES.
seen
can
be
that
anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better lftoking than anvthine you can get.

&,

50c. Per Yard
5()c.
1 5c.
50c.

.

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
o
are using it. It saves
pay for, by having it right where
THE
Our display rooms are open tor your
your light bill and

SANTA FE WATER

i
1

GOODS

t,

of commission.
HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,
Sheriff Emile James, of Socorro
M ALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
county, in which Mogolion is located,
was in Silver City and left for Mogol- Also have Crochet Threads, Sliplon a few minutes after the newi of per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
the robbery reached here.
Mason a fine assortment of Stamped
Kelly, cashier of the Silver City Na- Goods for French and Eyelet Emtional bank, and A. H. G. Palmer, man- broidery, etc.
ager of. the Ernestine Mining ComA.
pany, left immediate!" in an auto.
The Mogollon country is aroused
Southeast of Plaza.

LAMP-I- TS

ANTIIISREJIVINATING DAYI
you see both sexes "done
over." Amono; the "Gent- "
of us you see the new
sex
ler
and
silks; new gowns
satins
and jealous frowns; new hats
what's the
and new rats-b- ut
use, you Know me luea new
tinery ana learners wnereer
mankind gathers !
This week's display of new
NOVELTY
PIECE
NEW

i

the idea that these lamps are expensive.

I)

today indicate that General Orozco
will join the revolutionary forces of
General Geronimo Trevino in Chihuahua and has accepted the provisional
presidency of Mexico.

FE, X.

LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON

STREET.

3
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0
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05
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00
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16
20
25
81
42
49
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2 7
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15

68
76
62

10
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Baking Powder any
housewite can easily make bis- cuits, cakes and pastries that sur- pass tne product. 01 tne worms
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KC Cook's
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win - ,p m '
W. Ry. train both North and South.
M.. meets trains at Preston, N. M.
tDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $b.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. ia.. arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,

tConnects at Colfax with E.
Stage for Van Houten, N.

III

.

V. & S

Superintendent.

V. P.

G. M.,

G. P.

A lifetime of pleasant bake - days if yod use

BAKING
POWDER

li

j

Ounces
fbr

25 pts.

Complies with the National and Stnle Pure Food Laws. Send for tie K C
Cook's Book. You cm have a copy FREE.
The K C Cook's Poxk, consent
taining 90 tested,
upen receipt of the colored
can. Send it today.
certificate packed iu the

Agent

Jaques

Mfg. Co., Chicago

When Going

EAST

Hotel Arrival?!

WEST

Quarter of a Century Ago.

USE THE

(From New Mexican of February 23, 1SS7.)
Senator Stone advocates that be- new counties was passed over the veto
cause of the rapid increase in the pop- of Governor Ross by vote of 10 to 1.
ulation of the United States that the The bill creating the county of Logan
desert land,
and timber was passed over his Teto by a vote of
culture laws be repealed.
If to 2. The disincorporation
bill
Senate investigation shows that elec- was passed over the governor's veto
the
tion frauds, intimidation at the polls, by 10 to 2. The House passed
etc., were the rule at the election in bill authorizing the territory to buy
coal mines and to work them with conTexas rather than the exception.
victs.
Bland's dollar is triumphant.
Editorial.
Attempt in Senate to defeat confir"As the White Oaks Interpreter remation of CWef Signal Officer Greeley.
An extra session of Congress seems marks, there is something rotten in
inevitable.
the ancient city of the Holy Faith.
T. D. Burns, F. P. Chaves, Juan Garit is tne old story and the same
cia and other prominent men have ad- - siory all over. In twenty months of a
dressed a protest to Delegate in Con- Democratic Ross administration,
the
gress- Antonio Joseph against the pro- - floating debt of this territory has been
l.osed establishment of a reserve for ircreased $50,000 for militia expenses;
the Jicarilla Apaches in Rio Arriba $."0,000 for running institutions: $50,county, claiming that such a reserva- - 000 for running the courts. This will
tion would retard the development of go on, unless stopped by Republican
federal and territorial administrations
the surrounding country.
Dolores with a population of one and a Republican legislature. The
hundred wants a postofflce and com- - people of New Mexico if they wish to
ulains that it must, nay 50 cents a let- - serve their own best interests had
remember this (or time to como."
ter to have mail brought from Cer-- '
"The Democratic candidates for
The Princess of Trebizonde was Riv- - county offices in Valencia county in
en at Mottley's opera house this eve- - November last, some two months ago,
filed contests against all the Republi- njns
Frank Durein and A. Langfeldt of fan candidates who were elected and
and
Tnnekn. arP in Santa Fe to look over have since been commissioned
the ground for the location of a colony are serving as such. These cases
cf Germans. The visitors predict that have been heard in the second judicial
New Mexico in but a short time, would district court and have resulted, as
attract thousands of settlers and was naturally to be expected, in favor
would develop as rapidly and as fully of the contestees, and they remain in
' an
o& the offices,
to which they
a Kansas
in were honestly and fairly elected."
rv ,i,.mm.r
wnvA
"The territorial penitentiary has 103
town today showing that Santa Fe is
inmates.
j
growing rapidly.
"There appears to be a difference of
Killer & Shaw have let a contract
The Kansas
Times conn
opinion.
Santa
in
well
an
the
artesian
for
Fe, sels Cleveland to hold City the hands of
up
wat alley. It, is certain that artesian
thousands of inter will be struck and in a few years Governor Ross, while
of
the entire surroundings of Santa Fe telligent people inin this territory,man
both parties, are
favor of a
will be waving fields of grain.
with less prejudice and more real
Mrs. M. P. Dooley. the beautiful and ability, less
egotism and more substylish sister of Mrs. Harry Manches-- : tanc; jn 0UI.chief executive. Thus
ter. is here from a pueblo on a visit
yg. ,he Albllfmer(1e citizen.'
The bill authorizing the creation of
n

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
"The

Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37uO
feet above sea level, sunshine every
!ay, but little rain or snow during tna
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furniahed, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

s.

7

-

address:

Superintendent

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am
arranging: to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by.
am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso iurnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
1

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, Ia
I have
.
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacKs at lower rates than ever befo re. I can (ship jacks from Cedar Rap- ios, la, to Albuquerque, N.
for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
nect with No. 8 astbound and
TIME TABLE ALL
westbound.
LOCAL TRAINS Returning, arrive at Santa Fe,

No.

9

11:30
p. m.
The following are the time tables
Passengers frr the Belen cut-of- f
of the local railroads:
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:00 p. m. instead of 7:20
"A. T. & B. F. Ry."
as heretoror. Connection leaves AlLeave
t 7:55 r- - ni. instead of
buquerque
8:10 a. m., to connect with No, 3 2:20 a. m.
Westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
D. 4 ft. O. Ky.
p. m.
- Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norL.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
New exco central Ry.
Returning arrive at Santa Pe 6 p. m.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con- I east and 1 seuth and west
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
eastbound.
from No. 3 east

Returning arrive at Santa

Fe at

New Mexican Want Ads
neave Santa Fe at 8:59 p. m. to con bring results. Try It.

i

M

COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

8:35 p.m.

a m rmiMTV
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MICROBES IN YOUR

EDITORIAL

FLASHES

SCALP?

Limit Pardoning Power.
It Has Been Proved That Microbes
No person convicted of murder and
Cause Baldness.
sentenced to the penitentiary should
Professor Unna of Hamburg, Ger- be pardoned, paroled, or 'have his
many, and Dr. Sabourand, the leading sentence commuted, except in cases
French dermatologist, discovered that where, after sentence has been proa microbe causes
baldness. Their nounced, evidence is discovered which
theory has time and again been amply shows his innocence. And the very
verified through research experiments general belief that many
pardons and
carried on under the observation of paroles are due to political influences
eminent scientists. This microbe makes the situation more scandalous.
lodges in the Sebum, which is the The proposed legislative
inhibition
natural hair oil, and when permitted should extend also to convictions for
to flourish it destroys the hair follic- rape, arson, jury and election bribles and in time the pores entirely ery and other grave offenses. For
close, and the scalp gradually takes such offenders, the door of the penion a shiny appearance. When this tentiary should bear the
inscription,
happens there is no hope of the "Abandon hope, who enters here."
of
hair
revived.
growth
being
Taos Valley News.
.
We have a remedy which will, we
Reno Does Not Want It Again.
honestly believe, remove dandruff, exterminate the microbe, promote good
Assuming that there will be a Johnson-circulation in the scalp and around Flynn
fight (which by the way, is
the hair roots, tighten and revitalize by no means a settled fact) does New
the hair roots, and overcome bald- Mexico want it, or can she afford to
ness, so long as there is any life left have it?
in the hair roots.
The Las Vegas Optic seems to think
We back up this statement with our that it is the one
thing needed to
own personal guarantee that this rem- insure the
prosperity of the state; It
called
Rexall
"93"
Hair Tonic will has come out strong for the bout, and
edy
be supplied free of all cost to the user talks in tones more enthusiastic than
if it fails to do as we state.
convincing of the money that it will
It will frequently help to restore bring to the Meadow City and the ad-gray and faded hair to its original vertising that the state and city will
color, providing loss of color has 'receive from being the theater of so
Deen caused by disease; yet it is in momentous and historic a
struggle,
a aye. Kexall "!)3- Hair, Which naturally
brings up the
Tonic accomplishes these results by j question, what kind of advertising did
aiding in making every heir Toot, fol- - Reno get from the JeffriestJohnson
licle, and pigment gland strong and fight? How many new buildings were
active, ana Dy stimulating a natural. erected what new manufacturing enflow of coloring pigment throughout
terprises were established to what
the hair cells.
extent did the population and the
We exact no obligations or promises business of the city increase as a re- we simply ask you to give Rexall j suit of that notable event?
"93" Hair Tonic a thorough trial and
There is advertising and advertis-i- f
not satisfied tell us and we will ing. There is the same difference
the money yo" paid us for itUween good and bad advertising that
Two sizes, prices 50 cents and $1.00.; there is between fame and notoriety.
Remember, you can obtain it in Santa Most people had much rather that New
Fe only at ' our store The Rexall Mexico would become famous than
The Fischer Drug Co.. 232 torious.
'
San Francisco St.
As a matter of fact, if Las Vegas
-

re.

always

HOME ENDORSEMENT.
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CONVENTION
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SPrestou.
Koohler Junction.
Koehler.
tOolfax

Johnson-Flyn- n

she
Pursuant to a resolution passed at
that a meeting of the Republican Central
an Committee, of the County of Santa Fe
event are not the sort that have New Mexico, there is hereby called a
money to invest, and are most em Delegate Convention of the Republiphatically not of the character that can party of Santa Fe county, to be
Las Vegas wants for citizens and Las held at the Court House of the counVegas is not in a position, even if it ty, in the City of Santa Fe, on Satwere otherwise desirable, to cope with urday, March 2, at 2 o'clock p. m., for
the poilce problem that would be sure the purpose of
electing eighteen deleto arise out of the presence in the
gates to represent said party of said
city of a certain element.
county in the Republican State ConThere is another side, and in the vention, to be held at the Hall of Re
opinion of the Herald not the least presentatives at the State Capitol on
important side to the question, which March 8th, 1912, at 2 o'clock p. m., to
makes the agitation for the Johnson-Flyn- elect
eight delegates of the Republi
fight all the more unfortunate. can party of the State to Attend the
At present, good clean sport prevails National Convention of said
Republiin New Mexico. But if- there seems can
party, to be held in Chicago, June
to be any real danger of bringing
18th, 1912.
such a thing to New Mexico as the
To that end primary conventions
affair proposed to be staged at Las are
hereby called in the various preVegas, there is sure to be legislation cincts of said county, to be held in
of a drastic nature
enacted to preNos. 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 17 and
vent it, and this legislation might precincts
IS, at 7 o'clock p. m., on the 29th cay
to
beneficial
a
an
of
end
number
put
oi' February, 1912, and in all other presports which now furnish harmless cincts
at 5 o'clock p. m. of the same
amusement to so many of the people
day, all of said primaries to be called
of the state.
to order by the persons and at the
Governor McDonald is authority for
places and to select the number of
the statement that the Johnson-Flyndelegates here specified,
fight will not take place in New MexPrecinct No. 1, Pojoaque, 4 deleico. The Herald believes public sentiment will support him in that re- gates, chairman, Eutimio Roybal, at
the school house on hill.
spect. But in the meantime the foolPrecinct No. 2, Tesuque, 2 celega-tes- ,
ish agitation for a thing which is
chairman,
Hipolito Dominguez,
close to impossible, and which would
be undesirable if it were possible, is at the school house.
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe, 12 deledoing no good to the interest of
gates, chairman, Nicolas Sena, at Siwholesome sport in New Mexico.
mon Vigil's hall.
And, incidentally, it might be men
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe 13 deletioned that Reno is making no effort
to get the fight. Albuquerque Herald. gates, chairman, Ceferino Baca, at
Justice of the Peace orrice.
Precinct No. 5. Agua Fria, 5 delegates, chairman Felix Romero, at the

L.
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that to your entire satisfaction.
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STATIONS

Miles

be successful

in pulling
affair, siie
find out after it is all over that
didn't want it half so badly as
thought she did. The people
are attracted to a city by such

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Iq effect

(Read Down)

should

the

Company

Railway

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1912.

1

Mt. &

I. Louis Rackv

Pacific

CAX, SAXTA FE, X. M.

school house.

Precinct No. 6, Cienega, 2 dele
gates,
chairman, Nicolas Narvaez,
E.
ioha
Stsphenson, Indianapolis
at
house of Bonifacio Narvaez.
the
Me.
Tom L. Fernald, Presque Isle,
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos, 3 deleW. B. Freeman, City.
gates, chairman, Matias Montoya, at
M. L. Kahn, Pueblo.
J. Rufus Wallingfqrd,
New York Rafael Granito's hall.
Precinct No. 8, Galisteo, 3 deleCity.
gates, chairman, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
E. F. Coard, City.
at St. Joseph's hall.
M. B. Otero, City.
Precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso, 4 deWilliam Prichard, Jr., City.
legates, chairman, Elfigo Gomez, at
B. F. Howard, Denver.
school house district 9.
J. C. Ralston, Philadelphia.
Precinct No. 10. Stanley, 2 delegates,
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque.
chairman, H. C. Kinsell, at school
Montezuma.

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens
Tell You All About It.

Can

Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for every
Santa Fe reader.
Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheerfully given by them will carry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing in faraway places. Read,
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 113 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doaa s
Kidney Pills off and on for two year3
and they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
good.
my back, sometimes extending into
my bladder caused me a great deal
of trouble particularly when
I tool;
cold.
I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The kidney secretions were highly colore-and when passed were attended wifi
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Loan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case required
and the complete cure they brought
has led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

n

States.

Remember

the name

Doan's

and

take no other.
POSTAL TELEGRAPH PROCEEDS
AGAINST WESTERN UNION.
Charges Unlawful. Practices and Exaction of Unreasonable Rates on
Joint Messages.
(By Sppcial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 23. Accusing the Western Union Telegraph
Company of unlawful practices and
the exaction of unreasonable joint

rathes,

the Postal

Telegraph-Cabl-

e

Company, today instituted a proceeding before the Interstate Commerce
Commission demanding adjustment on
an equal basis of all interchange rates.
The Postal Company, according to
the complaint, accepts messages to all
destinations, whether it may have offices at those points or not. In event
it. has not, it sends the message
to
its nearest office and from there by
house.
A. M. Robins, New York City.
Precinct No. 11, Golden, 1 dele- Western Union for final delivery.
R. E. Hoops and Mrs. Hoops, PittsThe Western Union, it is charged,
gate, chairman, Escolastico Martinez,
adds its local rates on messages in
burg, Pa.
at
school
house.
Mrs. E. L. Moore, PUtsourg Pa.
to a charge for three addiPrecinct No. 12, Lamy, 3 delegates, addition
N. J. Periolat, Chicago.
tional words.
at
school
chairman, Roque Tudesque,
In many instances, this charge is
Guy Mackintosh, Denver.
house.
L. O. Lester, Deming.
declared to amount to more than th
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta, 3 dele- Postal
E. L. Worley, La Jara.
receipts from the message.
gates, chairman, Antonio Gurul, at
J. W. Sullivan, Bernalillo.
Taber's Store.
Miss Delia Darrah, San Pedro.
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo, 4 dele EIGHT CHILDREN IN
Max Rice, St. Louis.
NURSERY ARE POISONED.
gates,
chairman, Reyes
Ortega, at
S. Burkhart, Chicago.
school house.
Jean Cresby, Chicago.
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz, 2 de- Woman Amdant Under Surveillance
C. D. Boneham, Las Vegas.
By Alie,.ists Who Seek to Solve
legates,
chairman, Bias Quintana, at
F. Wolf, Denver.
Mystery.
school
house.
R. W. Prentice, Las Vegas.
Precinct No. 16, Santa Cruz, 4 dele
Leased
Wire to New Mexican!
Special
(By
gates, chairman, Alfredo Lucero, at
New
23
Feb.
A woman atYork,
school house.
tendant in the Brooklyn nursery and
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe, 7 dele- infants'
hospital, is under surveilgates, chairman, C. C. Closson, at lance
by alienists who are seeking to
Closing Quotations.
Fred Lopez Hall.
solve the mystery of the deaths of
.ew York, Feb. 23. Call money, 2 Precinct No.
18, Santa Fe, 7 dele(5 2
prime paper, 3
silver, gates, chairman, R. L. Baca, at the eight children within the week. The
children are believed to have been
5S
Mexican dollars, 47; copper, Court House.
roisoned.
tin, 42.9043.10;
lead,
Precinct No. 19, Madrid, 2 delegaAccording to hospital
4.004.1O; algamated, 67
authorities,
sugar, tes, chairman,
Anto. G. Armijo, at the
118
suspect was committed to the in104
Great school house.
Atchison,
stitution by the city last summer. She
Northern. 129
New York Central
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro, 2 dele- brought with her
a baby boy. Her
110
Northern Pacific, 117; Read gates,
chairman,
Apolonio Romero, duties brought her in frequent contact
Southern Pacific, 108
ing, 154
at school house.
with the inmates of the nursery and
Union Pacific, 164
Steel, 60
Precinct No. 21, Otto, 1 delegate, also afforded her access to the diet
"
108
Steel, pfd.,
chairman, Otto Goetz, at Goetz' store. kitchen.
Lead and Spelter.
Precinct No. 22, Nambe, 2 delebt. Louis, Mo., Feb. 23. Lead firm
gates, chairman, Epimenio Romero, at OLDEST MAN IN
4; spelter 6.60.
school house.
UNITED STATES DEAD.
Grain and Provisions.
Precinct No. 23, Rio del Medio, 1
23. Wheat May,
Chicago, Feb.
delegate, chairman, Rom ilo Benavi-de- ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
100
; July,' 96.
at school house.
Columbia, Ky., Feb. 23. John Merg,
Corn May, 68
OS
July,
Precinct No. 24, Kennedy, 1
124 years old, and probably the oldest
Oats May, 52
July, 47
chairman, Guadalupe Montoya, man in the United States, died yesterPork May, 15.42
at G. Montoya's house.'
day at his home on Indian Creek.
Lard May, 9.05.
The meetings must be called to or- Merg came to this country from GerRibs May, s.57
der exactly at the hour specified for many in 1812 and enlisted. He drew
Kansas City, Feb. 23. Cattle Re
each precinct by the precinct chair- a pension for his services and the paceipts S00, including 200 southerns. man
designated, if present, if not pers gave, his age as twenty-fou- r
Market steady. Native steers $5.25 ft
years at the time of his enlistment.
S; southern steers $56.25; southern present, by any other Republican who
voted the straight Republican ticket
cows and heifers
$35; native cows
New
Mexican
and heifers $36.75; stoekers and at the State election. Should there
com
Printing
more than one nomination
for pany has prepared civil and criminal
feeders $4.256.50; bulls $3.755.40;
calves $45i7.2o; western steers $4.75 chairman of the meeting, the person dockets especially for the cs. of
calling the meeting to order will
of the peace. They are especial,
7.20; western cows $35.
cause a division to be had and count ly ruled, with
Market
Hogs
printed headings, in
Receipts 7,000.
the persons voting for each nominee, either Spanish or English, made of
steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales $6
and the person having the highest good record . paper,
b..'.o; heavy ?6.2o6.32
trongly and dur
packers
and butchers $6.106.30; lights $5.75 number of votes shall be declared ably bound, wdth leather back and
chairman of the meeting, the same covers
nd eaavaa sides, hall full
6.20; pigs $4.505.50.
Market proceeding td be had for the secre Index In front and the fees of Justice
Sheep
Receipts 3,000.
weak. Muttons
lambs tary. The chairman and secretary of the peace and constables printed
$3.254.60;
$C.256.50; fed wethers and yearlings of the meeting will forward imme- la full on toe first page. The pages
$4
5.50; fed ewes $2.75 4.
diately upon the adjournment of the Combined Civil and CrlalcrJ .. 4.0?
inches. These books ar
South Omaha, Neb., Feb. 23. Cat meeting to the undersigned secre- are 10
tle Receipts 60S.
Market strong. tary, Charles C. Closson, at Santa Fe, made np in civV and criminal dockets.
Native steers $5.257.75;
cows and a copy of the proceedings of the meet- separate, of 39 pages each, or with
heifers $3.305.65; western steers $4 ing, certified by them to be correct. both civil and criminal bound in on?
6.80; Texas steers $3.755.35; range
book, 80 pases civdl and SZ0 pagftS
T. B. CATRON,
cows and heifers $34.85; canners
To introduce them they are
criminal.
Chairman.
offered at the following prices
$2.503.60; stoekers and feeders $3.75 C. C. CLOSSON,
C4v41 or Criminal
2.7
(Li6.2a; calves $3.757.25; bulls, stags,
Secretary.
For 45 cents aAU'oonal for a single
etc., $3.80 5.30.
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
HogsMarket
Receipts 14,400.
combination docket, they will be sent
5r lower. Heavy $6.05(36.20: mixed
GENEROUSJFFER
l.'.SO 6.05; light
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
pigs
$5.706.10;
full must accompany
order. Stats
bulk
of
6.05.
sales
$5.80
$4.25&5.50;
To People With Stomach Trouble.
plainly whether English or Spanish
Sheep
Receipts 41,000. Market
Many readers of this paper suffer at printed beadiae; Is wasted.
strong.
Yearlings $4.60 5.30; west- times from
indigestion, and a large
erns $3.804.40;
ewes
$33.90; number of them
are badly rundown
Commencement
The
lambs $5.25 6.40.
Programs
and have no appetite for their meals. New Mexican
Printing Company have
Chicago, Hi., Feb. 23. Cattle Re
We wish to make an offer that is received the new samples of embossed
ceipts, 3,000. Market steady. Beeves,
Our delicious and engraved commencement program
unusually
generous.
$4.808.60; Texas steers, $4.605.75; cod
liver and iron preparation without covers. The line is beautifully gotten
western steers, $4.9(j7.00; stoekers
oil (Vinol) Is a great strengthening up with the latest
patterns and deand feeders, $3.90 6.25; cows and
tonic. It has also cured many bad signs. Samples will be mailed upon
heifers, $2.106.50;
calves,
$5.50) cases of stomach trouble.
request to any one interested. Make
7.75.
Mrs. Desire Goudreau, of Woon- - your selections early.
Market
30,000.
Hogs Receipts,
sccket, R. I., says "My husband was
slow weak, 5c lower. Light, $5.95)
very weak and rundown and had
The New MexiG.32
mixed, $G.006.35; heavy, been in bad health for five years. He canSociety Stationery
have on hand
Company
Printing
$6.056.37
rough,
$6.056.15; suffered greatly from pains in his and can make up promptly the latest
pigs, $4.355.15; bulk of sales, $6.20
stomach and had poor appetite. This forms in society stationery. The new
6.30.
spring I got him to take Vinol and it size
cards, etc. OrMarket is simply fine. He has been grow- ders correspondence
Sheep Receipts, 13,000.
taken for engraved and emwest- ing stronger- ever
steady. Natives, $3.30
since, his appetite bossed work. Several lines to make
ern, $3.754.S5;
yearlings, $4.90) returned and he had no stomach trou- your selection from.
5 75; lambs, native, $4.40
0.90; west- ble since taking Vinol."
So we say, if you have stomach
ern, $4.757.10.
Are You a Seller? An anvertlse
Cotton .
ttouble, are rundown, played out and ment in the classified columns of the
New York, Feb. 23. Cotton spot sickly, try Vinol at our risk. If it New Mexican will put your real estate
closed quiet 5 points lower. Middling does not please you, we will give on the market effectively. It will put
uplands, 10:45; middling guif, 10.70; back every cent of your money. The the facts of your .property before the
no
les,
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
eyes of all possible boreis.
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and keen competitor for new territory
in Central America and on the north-- !
ern Pacific coast. One of the results
of the Mexican war was to give us the
territory just enumerated, on which
England had long had covetous eyes.
England in Power.
The administration of President
I
rna enatAre
rt
..UK
n
many benefits by national aid anu
was opposed to the Monroe docHCdl rvcpuutibdiia iui Vw..tw.
for its citizens in trine and repeateaiy refused to interproper
To the Editor of the New Mexican:
Is it not about time that there were the way of appointments, depends fere in Central American affairs. Engsome discussion of the merits or de- largely on the influence of the Sen- land exercised a protectorate over the
merits of candidates for the Senate, ators wiih the President and
Mosquito coast and supported its king
much care should be exercised with her fleet whenever occasion for
or at least of the kind of men that
should be elected and the kind that in the selection of men who stand her help arose.
should be avoided? The legislature well in Washington and have
She claimed suzerainty
over
will meet in about three weeks, and
acquaintances both there and
of Guatemala, Honduras, Nicar- is
no
This
throughout the East. Especially
the voting must soon begin.
agua, and Costa Rica. She had forti- the mnst imnortant matter that will one should be sent against whom fied the mouth of the San Juan river
come before the New Mexican people there is any bad feeling or prejudice land held the
city of San Juan (now
iu many a long day. Not only are among those in authority or who poswh.ch
commanucd
the
iGreytown),
sess
involved,
power or influence.
their dearest interests
river's mouth, and which was the key
There are plenty of our public men to what was then believed to be the
as the two men selected will be their
thief representatives! and ought to be who have all the requisites; who have (only feasible route for a ship canal
Able to do and obtain a great deal for held and proclaimed Republican prinBritish
connecting the two oceans.
the new state and its people: but be- ciples all through their adult life; and Honduras was her colony then as it
cause the country will judge New who stand well with the President i3 now.
and with muit'tudes of government ofMexico almost entirely by the characUnited States Wants Ship Canal.
ficials and influential citizens all over
ter of the Senators it elects.
The United States, flushed with its
If such an election, of two Senators the country.
victory over Mexico, realized the parOf course the matter of long and amount
at once, was approaching any of the
importance of having a ship
old states, every paper in the state faithful service to the Territory and canal which would
bring into closer
should
be remember- touch the detached
would be full of the biographies of its development
of the Union.
parts
prssible candidates, and of reasons ed and recognized; and so should ac- The dangers, difficulties, and slow-- !
labor for the ness of overland travel from the East
for and against the election of each tive and
man; everything he ever did or said Republican party have its reward. But to the West were well understood by
would be carefully canvassed, and the yet at this critical time in our history, all.
people would be thoroughly aroused. the great importance of selecting men j Such were some of the conditions
1 have no
personal suggestions to who can and will accomplish the most under which the
Clayton-Buiwe- r
make, but a word or two as to some for the new state and will strengthen treaty came into being. It must be
absolutely essential qualifications of the Republican majority in the Sen- assumed that each nation believed at
the Senators, and a few things which ate, must not be overlooked.
that time that it was for their mutual
bTRAIcT-iREPUBLICAN.
should cause a name to be dropped
advantage to enter into the convention and that neither permitted any- instantly from consideration, may
Panama Canal and Treaty.
simplify the selection.
thing to its injury to be therein insert-In the first place, the Senators (By Former Judge Lorin C. Collins of ea.
should be true Republicans, who have
Panama, Now of Santa Fe.)
An examination of tne treaty re- always believed in republicanism.
Why should the United States not veals the mutual concessions
and
The people have elected a Republican fix such tolls on the Panama canal as agreements of the contracting pow-- ;
legislature and they did so to secure its interests dictate, and which would ers. It reveals, also, the spirit that
Republican representation in the Sen- be to the greatest advantage of this animated the two governments at the
ate. This is not only due to. the country without regard to the effect time of ratification and the purposes
Republican voters but to the great Re- it might have on foreign nations?
and intentions of each as then most
In deterrence of such a course it is. solemnly declared.
publican party in the United States.
to
expect that urged that our treaty obligations proThey have a right
Objects of Treaty Given.
strong reliable Republicans will be hibit us from so doing, and that we
Where words are set in capitals in
sent to the Senate to aid the party at are in duty bound not to use the canal quotation they are used by the writer
large. The great principles of the in any way for our own exclusive ad- for the purpose of calling attention to
party have leen known for years. The vantage if in doing so we discrimin- provisions therein which are of imfreedom and equality of all men; the ate against other nations or their portance.
The objects of the treaty
ballot in the hands bt every man to de- subjects.
are set out in the preamble as folfend his rights; the protection of
lows:
Why, then, was the
American labor and American wages;
desirous of consolidating
treaty made, and why, if it is undesirBeing
these things are fundamental.
able, does not the United States ab- the relations of amity, which so hap-- !
It has seemed curious to
find, rogate it and thus become free and pily subsist between them, BY SET-- !
TING FORTH AND FIXING IN A
among the fifteen or twenty mention- unfettered?
ed for the Senate, a number of names
CONVENTION THEIR VIEWS AND
Rea ons for Making Treaty
of those who have quite recently be- WITH REFERENCE
To answer these questions and for INTENTIONS
come Republicans; that means of men an understanding of this subject it is TO ANY MEANS OF COMMUNICA-- j
who until recently were Democrats
necessary to turn back to the Clayton-Eulwe- r TION BY SHIP CANAL WHICH
and opposed to the Republican party;
BE-- i
BE
CONSTRUCTED
treaty, which was superseded MAY
and who certainly did not believe in by the
treaty, ascer- TWEEN THE ATLANTIC AND THE
No one can tain the situation at that time, and PACIFIC OCEANS, by way of the
Republican principles.
change the ideas, beliefs and thugnts find out our reasons for entering into River San Juan de Nicaragua and
or that convention.
of a lifetime, in a few weeks
either1 or both of the lakes of Nicara-- ;
Men who
months or even years.
The Clayton-Buiwe- r
treaty was rat- gua, or Managua to any port or place
have any principles at all cannot sud- ified April 19, 1850. The United States on the Pacific ccean.
life. had recently defeated Mexico and sedenly reverse them in middle
The contracting powers then agree:
And surely, no man should be sent to cured California,
That neither the one or the other
Nevada,
Arizona,
the highest legislative body in the and parts of Wyoming, Colorado and will ever obtain or maintain for IT-- j
CONTROL
world, whose principles have not been New Mexico. California was about SELF any EXCLUSIVE
to be admitted as a state, and New over the said ship canal, agreeing
fully establishes for years.
The next point is, that as the suc- Mexico as a territory. England was that neither will ever erect or main-'taiFORTIFICATIONS
com
any
cess of the new state in obtaining the mistress of the seas and a jealous
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manding the same or in the vicinity Great Britain on equal terms, shall
thereof, or occupy, or fortify, or colo- also be open on like terms to the cinize, or exercise any domain over N- tizens and subjects of every oilier
icaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito state which is willing to grant thereto
coast, or any part, of Central America; such protection as the I'nited States
nor wiii either make use oi any pro- and Great Britain engage to afford.
tection which either affords or may
Each Country Keeps Word.
afford or any alliance which either has
From the day fJ( the ratification of
or may have to or with any state for the treaty down to the present time
the purpose of erecting or maintain- the United States and Great Britain
ing any such fortifications, or of occu- have been at peace. So far as Cenis concerned. Great
pying, fortifying, or colonizing Nica- tral America
ragua, Costa Rica, the .Mosquito Coast Britain has lived up to the terms of
or any part of Central America, or of her compact in letter and spirit. UnASSUMING JURISDICTION over the der the terms of this article American
s:ime; nor will the United States or capital built the Panama railroad from
Great Britain take advantage of any Colon (Aspinwolli to Panama.
When the Congress of the United
intimacy or use any alliance connecto
tion or influence that either may pos- States authorized the president
sess with any state or government enter into a convention for a treaty
or Colombia
through which said canal may pass, with either Nicaragua
for the purpose of acquiring or hold and the Panama route was decided
or indirectly, tor the on, it became advisable in the opining directly
CITIZENS OR SUBJECTS OF THE ion of tlvise in authority to enter into
ONE, ANY RIGHTS OR ADVAN- - a new treaty with Great Britain, one
ilIU' having direct
TAGES in regard to commerce or na- - more up ,0
the said canal, bearing on the Panama canal.
through
vigation
which shall not be offered on the
New Treaty Ratified.
same terms to the CITIZENS OR
President McKinley auTherefore,
SUBJECTS vX- - THE OTHER.
thorized John Hay, then secretary of
j state, to propose
to Great Britain a
Rights for All.
Equ
to supersede
the
Thus it was arced that neither of new convention
the governments would use the canal Clayton-liulwetreaty. Lord l'aunce-fotwas appointed to represent Great
lor itself exclusively; would not for- treaty
tify the same; would not colonize any Britain and the
part of Central America, nor exercise ratified December lfj, 11, superseddomain thereover, and that the citi- ed all previous conventions.
The preamble recites that:
zens and subjects of each should be
To facilitate the const ruction of a
treated ,ree and equal as to commerce and navigation.
Fhip canal to connect the Atlantic and
The second article provides that in Pacific oceans and to that end to recase of war between the United Sta- move any objection which may arise
of April
19.
tes and Great Britain the vessels or out of the convention
r
each shall be free from blockade, de- 1S50, commonly called the Clayton-Bulweof
to
the
construction
treaty,
by either bellitention, or capture
such canal under the auspices of the
gerent, articles 4, 5, 0 and 7 are in
of the United States
the same spirit and pledge the aid and government
without
the "general prinimpairing
of
each nation
to the
cooperation
of neutralization established in
speedy construction of the said canal ciple
S of that convention,"
pleniand give mutual assurances of help Article
and assistance to the enterprise and potentiaries are appointed.
United States has Canal Rights.
the pledge of each to maintain the
Article 1 allows the United States
neutralization of the ship canal.
(o build (he canal in such manner
Article Given in Full.
as may seem to it best and "have and
Article S is as follows:
The governments of the United Sta- enjoy all the rights incident to such
tes and Great Britain having not only construction, as well as the exclusive
desired in entering into this conven- right of providing for the REGULAtion to accomplish a particular ob- TION and MANAGEMENT of the
canal."
ject, but also to establish a general
Article i reads:
principle, they hereby agree to extend
The high contracting parties, desirtheir protection by treaty stipulations
to any other practicable communica- ing to preserve and maintain the "general principle" of neutralization estations, whether by canal or railway,
across the isthmus which connects blished in Article S of the Clayton-Buiwe- r
convention, which convention
North and South America, and ese-ciallis
hereby
superseded, adopt, as the
to the interoceanic communicabasis of such neutralization, the foltions, should the same prove to be
lowing rules, substantially as embodipracticable, whether by canal or rail- ed
in the convention between Great
which
now
are
to
way,
be
proposed
Britain and certain other powers
established by the way of Tehuante-peor Panama. In granting, how- for the free navigation of the Suez
Maritime canal, that it is to say:
to
ever, their joint protection
1. The canal shall be FREE
AND
or
canals
railways as are by this
IN TIME OF WAR AS IN
OPEN,
article specified, it is always understood by the United States and Great TIME OF PEACE, TO THE VESOF
Britain that the parties constructins SELS OF CUM. MERGE AND
or owning the same shall impose no WAR of all nations, on terms of ENother charges or conditions of traffic TIRE EQUALITY, so that there shall
nabe no discrimination
thereupon than the aforesaid govern- tion or its citizens or against any
subjects in resments shall approve of as just and
pect of the CONDITIONS or CHARequitable, and that the same canals or GES of traffic, or otherwise.
railways, being open to the citizens
2. The canal shall never be blockand subjects of the United States and
aded, nor shall any right of war be
exercised nor any act of hostility be
committed within it.
Secure Defense by Force.
Sections ?,, 4, and 5 treat of
the
rights and duties of belligerence; after which comes the paragraph:
It is agreed, however, that none of
the immediately foregoing conditions
and stipulations in sections numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of this article shall
apply to measures which the I'nited
States may find it necessary to take
for securing by its own forces the
defense of the UNITED STATES and
the maintenance of public order.
Sections G and 7 are as follows:
buildThe plant,
establishments,
ings, and all works necessary to the
construction, maintenance and operation of the canal shall be deemed to
be part thereof, for the purposes of
this convention, and in time of war as
in time of peace shall enjoy complete
immunity from attack or injury by bel
ligerents and from acts calculated to
impair their usefulness as part of the
canal.
NO FORTIFICATIONS SHALL BE
ERECTED COMMANDING THE CAN
AL OR THE WATERS ADJACENT.
The United States, however, shall be
at liberty to maintain such military
police along the canal as may be necessary to protect it against lawless
ness and disorder.
Reception of Amendments.
We now have before us all the im
portant and substantial provisions of
the treaty. Before considering their
effect, however, w should, for the
purpose of ascertaining the intentions
and undertakings of
the United
-.i States, as expressed in this treaty consider the meaning and purpose of the
amendments which were offered in
the senate and the changes which
were made by that body in the said
convention.
p
grown-uThe amendments which were offered follow:
But nothing contained in this treaty
shall be construed to prevent the United States from acquiring at any time
patent,1
sufficient territory and sovereignty
over the same, upon which to build
manage, operate, defend, protect, and
control said canal, or for any other
purposes, as the United States MAY
DEEM BEST IN ITS OWN INTERESTS.
It was determined in the negative.
yeas, 25; nays, 45.
Article 1. It is agreed that the
canal may be constructed by the government of the United States at its
own cost and that, subject to the
provisions of the present convention,
the said government shall have and
enjoy all the rights incident to such
construction, as well as the EXCLL-SIVRIGHT of providing for the regulation and management of the canal.
It was determined in the negative.
Fortification Clause Holds.
On the question to agree to the
amendment proposed by Mr. Butler,
Strike out section seven of
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food. No wonder
"Such stuff as dreams are made
will
Willie has the nightmare even the stomach of a
indigestion.
occasionally rebel at the havoc worked by lard-mad-e
Lard is made from hog fat It is not
process, packed in a cleanly way in

always digestible, even at its best Why
then take chances with lard or imitations
of Cottolene?
Cottolene contains not an ounce of hog-fa- t
It is a vegetable product made from the
choicest cotton oil, refined by our exclusive

lard-cooke-

top pails, and protected from all
dirt, dust and contamination.

air-tig-

ht

If you want purer, more healthful food,
and food which will not disturb you after
you have eaten it, be sure that it is cooked
in Cottolene.

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

More Economical than Butter or Lard
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They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
FOR RENT
roomed house with
and their beneficial effect is felt from the range. D. S. Ixiwitzki.
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN- Inquire New Mexican.
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
FOR SALE Fine modern
house
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
Tru has, N. M. Address
and
ranch
at
they exercise a permanent benefit.
12C Hillside ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
TONIC IN ACTIO" - QUICK IN RESULTS
i"'or sale h
ail dregglstt.
FOR SALE Good clean stock of
article two, it was determined in the merchandise, located in good comnegative yeas, y; nays, 41. This is munity and on railroad, good business
the article which prohibits fortifica- opportunity. Address E. T. W. Lyden,
N. M.
tion.
By the same vote an amendment to
as assistant
add to section seven of article two: !. .WANTED Situation
or plumber's
apprentice
"Provided, nothing herein contained bookkeeper
shall prevent the United State's from jSonie exjierience in both. Handy at
Ed. Thillips,
242
Agua
protecting said canal in any way it anything.
tna Street.
may deem necessary if the said Unit
cd States shall construct said canal
ROOMS FOIV TtENT One, three,
at its own expense." was determined or
five nice, new, comfortable rooms
In the negative.
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
On the question to agree to the
Large, handsome dining room, excepamendment proposed by Mr. Bard,
nice and well suited for
tionally
Strike out article three and sub- boarders.
stitute the following:
I he
I mted
States reserves the
TYPEWRf TSRS.
right in the regulation and manage-ni- i
nt of the canal to discriminate in Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nan
furnished.
Ribbons and sury
respect of the CHARGES OF TRAF- platens
Typewriters sold, exchanged
FIC in favor of vessels of its own ci- plies.
rented. Standard makes bandied.
tizens engaged in the coastwise trade. a"
All repair work and typewrite.' guar
It was determined in the negative
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exyeas, 27; nays, 43.
change. Phone 231.
in
Clause
Treaty Stands.
An amendment to strike out the
AGENTS Triple- - War Hosiery
words inarticle two, section one (as
best paying proposition ever
The
in
this
"in
printed
communication),
guaranteed for six months.
time of war as in time of peace" and
the words "ami of war," was deter- Write for special offer 6 pair FREE.
Beautiful
line.
Everybody
buys.
mined in the negative.
An amendment
to strike out the Credit given. Write for exclusive
Hosiery Mills,
words "No fortification shall be erect- territory. Triple-Wea- r
Philaed commanding the canal of the wat- Franklin and Girard Avenue,
delphia, Pa. Mention in answering
ers adjacent," was lost.
At the risk of being tedious, the ac- this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
tion of the United States senate has
been presented for consideration; hut
the subject could not be properly understood without all the facts, for out
ol the facts the law arises.
MASON 3.
A treaty has been declared over and
Montezuma
Lodgfi
over to be the supreme law of the
No. 1.
F. & A. M.
land so long as the same is in force
commune
Regular
and binding on the three independent
cation first Monday
and coordinate
departments of the
of each month at
the executive,
government
legislaMasonic
Hall a
tive, and judicial.
7.30.
Gist of Treaty Given.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
We may, therefore, draw from the CHAS. E. LINNEY.
Secretary.
terms of the treaty itself these conclusions; that it was not the intention
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
of the treaty the United States should
1. R. A. M.
Regular
of
fortify the canal; that in time
convocation second
PEACE or WAR the canal was to be
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall ai
the VESSELS of COMopen to
7:30 p. m.
MERCE AND OF WAR OF ALL NACHAS. A. WHEELON,
TIONS, THEIR CITIZENS AND SUBH. P.
WITHOUT
DISCRIMINAJECTS,
TION AGAINST ANY; that there ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
should be no discrimination in favor
of vessels of the United States enSanta Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regulai
gaged in the coastwise trade.
f conclave fourth Mon- It must be found by all that the
United States has solemnly agreed
day in each month at
?
Masonic Hal) at 7: St
that there shall be no discrimination
as to tolls on the Panama canal.
p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY. E. C.
Tolls Must be Fair.
There is not one word on which W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
such a right can be predicated,
and
Santa Fe Tdge or
the text and history are both unaltePerfection No. 1, 14tn
rably opposed to such a construction.
degree. Ancient and AcIt cannot be forced, as in the case of
cepted Soottish Rite o!
forced construction there is always
Free Masonry meets on
something from which an untruth can
be twisted. Here every word and de- the third Monday of each month
claration are absolutely to the con- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
trary, and the United States cannot
discriminate in tolls on the canal Visiting Polish Rite Masons are Mewithout the violation of its most so- dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
lemn pact.
Venerable Master.
The specific declaration of the
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
is
not
forwe
shall
that
treaty, also,
3cretary.
tify the canal. We have so agreed
and the meaning seems to be ylain
B. P. O. E.
and clear. The paragraph added to
Santa Fe Lodge No.
section five of article two:
469, B. P. O. E. holds
It is agreed, however, that none of
its regular session or
the immediately foregoing conditions
the second and fourth
and stipulations in sections numbered
of each
Wednesday
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of this article shall apmonth. Visiting broth
ply to measures which the United Staers are lnviten and
tes may find it necessary fo take for
welcome.
own
deforces
its
the
by
securing
CARL A. BISHOP.
fense of the UNITED STATES and
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
the maintenance of public order, reSecretary.
lates only to the preceding sections,
and as the section in regard to fortifiF. W. FARMER
cation follows, cannot be held to have
Homester.d No.
any bearing thereon.
2879.
Cannot Fortify Canal.
Brotherhood
of
It is not possible for the writer to
American Yeomen,
understand, with this treaty In force,
Meets
Second
how, without the violation of our
and Fourth Thur
plighted word, we can either fortify
days, Fireman's
the canal or fix discriminating tolls
Hall. H. Foreman,
thereon.
A. E, P. Robinson,
It may be answered that we can reCor. iec. Fred F.
tire from an engagement of this naAlarla.
ture when
dictates.
Granted, but can we retire from these
Santa Fe Cams
two solemn conventions without res13514, M. W. a.
rethe
STATUS
IN
QUO and
toring
neets second Tuescognizing the claims of Great Britain,
day each month, so
which she relinquished on the faith
cial meeting tUrd
of our undertaking in Central AmerTuesday at Elks
ica and along the Mosquito coast.
Hall. Vletlng neigh
Does any one seriously believe that bor! welcome.
we can violate the letter and spirit
A. G. WHITT1ER, Consul
of these two treaties, as the "general CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
principle" of neutralization is carried
from one to the other, without WAR?
Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
Rain, Snow and Colder That is the
first Tuesday of each
prediction for the mountain districts
month; social meeting
of New Mexico. Yesterday, the highthird Tuesday at Fireest temperature was 40 degrees, the
man's Hall. Visiting
maximum sun temperature 64 degrees,
the minimum 18 degrees, the mean
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
beaing five degrees below the normal
Oracle.
of the past forty years. The relative
humidity was down to 32 per cent last MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
evening.
CALL FOR BIDS FOR BRIDGE.
Bids are invited for the construction of a bridge across the Arroyo
Relieves
Plans
Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue.
the
and specifications may be inspected at
BLADDER
the office of the mayor of the city of
and all
Santa Fe. Bids 'will be opened on
Discharges in
March 1, 1912, at 3 p. m. The city (re24H0URS
serves the right to reject any or all
Etch capule ban tbe
bids.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Beware of (MID'
counterfeits
Attest:
Mayor.
lt
.M
X P. EELGADO. Clerk.
.",
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READ for PROFIT
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GERMAN-MILLE-

D

We have just unloaded another
car, and for

ress flour

fA M

t

iii

ma

i

"v

the answer to

every Baking Problem.
Its r rer-Whit- er
i

arxdMorcUrviforrrx
Made by LARABEES

Famous
A

GERMAN

CI

PROCESS.

Ch

E

A

IN EVERY

SACK.

st

AND get a 46"Piece Dinner
of Fine China like the one in our show
VP THP
L 1 11L rnilPHlSIQ
vUvrllw window, or some of the premiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware. We

will refund your money if not entirely satisfactory.
Phone No. 4.

i

F. ANDREWS.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1912.

a great success. There were declamations, songs and tableaux.
Why not? It will be a pleasure for
Seligman Bros. Company to ohow you
the new Kohn spring and summer
style and sample book. It will give
you ideas from the experts of the
largest and best Ladies tailoring firm
in the country.
Nice lambs at the Plaza Mkt. Co.
Gave Birth to Triplets Mrs.
Garcia, aged 25 years and
weighing less than a hundred pounds,
living at La Mesilla, Dona .&na county,
this week gave birth to triplets. The
children were well when horn biCone
has since died. The mother is recovering.
The father's name is Jose Garcia.
All three children were boys.
Your Easter Suit will always be
right in fit, in style and material If
you place your order with Nathan Salmon. The Big Stove has an immense
display of spring material and styles.
See advertisement.
Every Toilet Tool that you might
want can be had at Zook's.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
was recorded this morning in the office of M. A. Ortiz, county clerk,
which transferred the property occus
Hardware
pied by the
Company on the south side of the
square from Charles W. Fairfield and
Mrs. Fairfield and David E. Clarkson
ana Mrs. Clarkson to J. B. Wood and
J. A. Davis.
Evan-gelist-

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST
0F ALL FL0URS' we are soins to make a

ROGERS SILVERWARE

COUPON

r

A LIMITED TIME,

M.

Phone No. 4.

J

o

NEGRO MADE AWAY
the negro and car remained absent, Dr.
WITH DOCTOR'S AUTOMOBILE. (Witherspoon telephoned the
police
Cleburne White, a negro, was fined and at 4:15 was notified that the ne$100 in police court at El Paso on a gro had brought the car into a garcharge of having abducted Dr. L. G. age "for repairs" and had been ar- Wednes- j rested. The transmission gear had
Witherspoon's automobile.
had : heen badly damaged during the joy
day afternoon Dr. Witherspoon
the negro cleaning the car in front of ride. The negro was locked up over
his residence, 514 Putnam street. night and Thursday morning was fined
About two o'clock he noticed that car in police court.
and negro ahs disappeared.
He waited some time, puzzled over the affair,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
but thinking that the negro had takYour druggist will refund money if
en the car around the block or for a PAZO OINTMENT
fails to cure any
short spin, and would soon be back, case of Itching, Blind,
or
but when an hour or more passed and Protracting Piles in 6 to Bleeding
14 days. 50c,

Are You Tired?
Of

the old furniture,

or its color? Make it
look like new, finish
it with

Wood-Davi-

S

I

I

il

i

S. SPITZ,
SPECIAL
:

All

FOR

HEADQUATERS
FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A

ery

Watches
and

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-

but it needs both

occasion-all- y.

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
fence a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch
Leave your watch with us

Nice

K C.

Steak or
Roast at

" Time Pieces That Are

0c

Reliable."

y.

fLOWE

Per

o Pound

For Saturday Only.

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN

PLAZA MARKET GO.

Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.!

-

DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT

Phone 92.

Phone Black 12.

Good

tonight

at the

wanted.
Brightens woodwork, furniture, beds, floors, tables
and shelving.

Put up in all colors, in onehalf pint to
one gallon cans.

e

No. 7

Clocks.

Pictures

Used for all interior work
where any varnish stain is

ten-da- y

SaturdayOnly

E

m

Elks'.
WEATHER FORECAST.
A nice No. 7 K. C. Roast for SunDenver. Colo., Feb. 23 New
day dinner at 10c per pound. At the
S Mexico, unsettled tonight and
Saturday with rain or snow in $ Plaza Market Co.
Two Are Fined Francisco Herrera
V mountain districts; colder to- - X
and Ignacio Maes began a
job
night, and in east portion Sat- X on the city rock pile this morning for
'.lrday.
failure to pay $10 each, as fines and
costs assessed them by Police Magistrate Jose Maria uarc-i- for drunkenDon't forget our home-madporl;
ness. Mr. Garcia declares that he is
Co.
The
Mkt.
Plaza
sausage.
to put a stop to like disorders
A Fine Sheep-Woo- l
Sponge from going
Zcok's makes bathing doubly pleasant. if severity of the court will accomChange of Pictures tonight at the plish the end.
For a Brisk rub and scrub in the
Elks'.
Don't Mutilate your tent this sum- tub, a long handle brush from Zook's
is a big help.
mer, but use a Hanlon Ventilator and
F. A. Serna Died at Espanola Last
stove pipe ring at GOEBELS.
Another
Saturday Special at the Evening Francisco A. Serna, former
Plaza Market. See advertisement and probate judge and county commissioner and a prominent ranchman of Rio
take advantage of it.
- Get a
fine No. 7 Roast at the Plaza Arriba county, died last night at his
heme at Espanola. Mr. Serna was 70
Mkt. Co. for 10c per pound.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall years old and is survived by five grown
His wife died some years
with six tables pays well. Must b children.
funeral services will be
The
ago.
sold at once Price $1200. O- - C. Watheld at the San Juan church tomorson Co.
row. The news was received here by
Saint Mathias-fore- District Attorney Alexander Read this
noon at 10 o'clock services will be
morning.
held at the Church of the Holy Faith,
At the Elks' Tonight, The Better
"
it being St. Mathias day.
Man.
A Swell Line of "All Over Laces"
Modern Woodmen Feast The Modin Adolf Seligman's display window. ern Woodmen of America and the RoyMax knows how to decorate and with al Neighbors will hold high festival
such stock, it is all' right.
at the Firemen's Hall tonight. ' A
Don't forget the special sale Satur- Washington's birthday program has
been arranged. There will be an adday, at the Plaza Mkt. Co.
The Substitute, at the Elks' tonight. dress by Judge A. L. Morrison on the
Mission
School
The subject of "George Washington."
Program
Washington's birthday program given
by the boys and girls of the PresbyNew Mexican want aas always
terian mission school last night was brings results

THE JEWFLER.

f

(150111)

SUNSHINE

BROS.' DRUG STORE.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

0. S.

LOWiTZK

Furniture and
Qeensware.
CASH PAID FOR

Secondhand Goods
A

NEW

T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at

the Right Price!

TILTF'

H ave You

Easter Stiit Tailored to Otde? I

EASTER SUNDAY IS APRIL 17, AND IT

itso

Will

BE HERE VERY SOON,

don't put off until
even before you realize
what you ought to do today. On that one day of all days, when every true
women takes special pride in her dress, WHEN THE LATEST SPRING FASHIONS ARE ON PARADE, you ought to have a garment that
is a bit different from the rest a garment that lends distinction to your figure. There is only one way to get that perfect fitthat
BY THE AMERICAN LADIES' TAILORING CO., OF CHICAGO,
supreme style-ha- ve
your EASTER GARMENTS TAILORED-TO-ORDE- R
at a remarkably low price.
A MASTER TAILORING SERVICE

to-morr- ow

IN

OUR

STORE NOW!

YOU NEED NOT GO TO CHICAGO OR NEW YORK TO GET THE

BEST STYLES OR THE FINEST FABRICS why they are all on
display right now in our store. The largest variety imaginable. The prices are so low they will amaze you. SATISFACTION ASSURED.
We take your measure and guarantee to deliver a perfect fitting, faultlessly tailored garment promptly. Every detail will be exactly as
i
you order it. This we assure you.

Suits, $16.50 and up.
"
Coats, 12.00 "

BS

Dresses, $15.00 and up.
"
6.50 "
Skirts,

SPRING MODELS, over 200 Fabrics and 60 Silks on display, so you ought to come
early and make an early choice it's too good to miss.

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

I

